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Corruption in Cricket
Sport fixing in IPL and subsequent arrests and shameful involvement

of higher-ups in BCCI has once again put the spotlight on corruption and
match fixing in cricket, the game that has been promoted to the fame equat-
ing religious appeal in intensity. Cricket as a game has been under cloud
for several decades now. Many international players of repute have fallen
from the grace. Hansie Cronje of South Africa is suspected to have lost his
life at an early stage for pleading guilty. Quality cricketers like Azharudin
and Ajay Jadeja also were forced out of the game before time.

Recent episode has shaken the cricketing world as never before. That
IPL was not cricket, but its misuse to the tilt has never been a secret. The scale
of financial transaction, the type of money involved including the dirty money
channeled through underworld & terror outfits and the free flow of liquor and
women in the name of late night parties was always the talk of the town.

But never was the law allowed to take its course. Involvement of senior
politicians from almost every political party in the so-called management of
the game was an unwritten guarantee to keep the law enforcement agencies
at bay. Even now when for almost a fortnight the story of corruption in
cricket is dominating electronic and print media authorities are trying to
maintain a criminal silence hoping the case will die a natural death.

But the time has changed. People of this country are in no mood to
forget this naked nepotism and plunder of not only scarce resources but
also the encouraging of immorality in the name of sports. It is time the
government of India and all the institution and law enforcing agencies put
their act together and clean up this mess. BCCI should also be ripped off its
tag as a sports body that helps it earn various concessions for the govern-
ment including tax benefits. IPL format should be stopped till an appropri-
ate mechanism is evolved to ensure transparency accountability and ade-
quate precautions and safety measures including strict punishment for any
violations are put in place. Tightening screws on misdeeds in cricket will
automatically lead to shift in focus to other games and we as a nation will
stop waiting for miracles to happen in Olympics instead we will deservingly
earn medals.

– Kishore Lal Sharma, Pathankot, Punjab
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Debt Trapped India
"A hundred wagon loads of thoughts will not pay a single ounce of debt." — Italian Proverb

Debt burden of India is increasing consistently. Every Indian, including you and me, owe more
thanRs17000 ($312) to the rest of the world. It is approximately Rs.3000 ($50) more than what every
one of us owed to the world in June 2011. Mind you it does not include the internal debt and other
liabilities of the government. You may wonder how, but here is the answer. The external debt of the
country rose 8.9 per cent to $376.3 billion as of December 31, 2012, against $345.5 billion as of March
31, 2012. This is according to the official data released in March 2013. Even a cursory look on yearly
data shows that there is a persistent increase in the debt burden. At end-December 2004, India's external
debt was US$120.9 billion as against US$112.8 billion as on December 31, 2003.  It was $139.1 billion
in 2005-06; $172.4 billion in 2006-07; 224.4 billion in 2007-08 and $305.9 billion in 20010-11. $376.3
billion, the latest figure, accounts for about 20 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP). The total
external debt to GDP ratio was 28.7% in 1991 that went to 30.8% in 1995 and came down to 17.8%
in2004. As of March 31, 2008, shortly before the crisis period of 2008-09, external debt accounted for
20.3 per cent of GDP. This rose to 20.5 per cent as of December 31, 2009. More worrying is the fact
that Foreign Exchange Reserves are depleting at an accelerated rate, while External debt is rising fast.
External debt refers to the liabilities of the Indian Government, public sector institutions to overseas
parties. Public debt, that includes both external and internal components, has been growing at an alarming
rate during recent years. Apart from internal debt, there are also internal liabilities of the Central Government
in the form of small savings of the public, provident funds, and reserves funds and deposits of Government
departments. If all this is taken together we confront a very serious challenge. Yet there is hardly any
serious debate over this issue in public space. Government is instead trying to mislead people by comparing
Indian debt with those countries that have borrowed more to paint a misleading rosy picture. Finance
Minister is talking about CAD and BOP and is pleading for more and more FDI as a solution to the Twin
Deficit. But he is selective and does not reveal all in his speeches. For example in the year 2010-11 a total
of 22 billion US dollars came into the country as FDI, But 26 billion US dollars were taken away by
Foreigners on account of interest, profit, Royalty and or other incomes. Borrowing more means not
only compulsion to accept unreasonable and damaging conditions of the lender, it also requires payment
of more interest. The situation if not corrected in time may turn ugly to the extent that Lenders will stop
lending due to inability to service the payments.

 We understand that the requirement of funds for financing various developmental programmes as
both tax and non-tax revenues are inadequate to finance the government expenditure. But prioritizing
spending is crucial for long-term benefits of the economy and society. Experts agree that there is no
doubt that a capital scarce country will borrow. But suggest a limit on such borrowings so that it does
not become a macro threat. After more than six decades of Independence, what we see today is that
India continues to be manipulated into a debt trap risking its economic sovereignty and future of the
coming generations. There is an urgent need to efficiently manage economy in general and public debt
in particular in India. It is also the time to emphasize fiscal responsibility at both the central and state
level. Black money and corruption in high places is another issue that makes it further worrisome.
Incrementally increasing trust deficit between the rulers and the ruled is adding to the gravity of the state
of affairs. In runoff to the general elections the ruling party has turned compulsive populist. More and
more public money is being spent on unproductive schemes with an eye on votes. Incompetence is
hurting India very badly. It is time to cry a halt.
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The Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG) of  India is an

authority, established by the Con-
stitution of India under Chapter
V, who audits all receipts and ex-
penditure of the Government of
India and the state governments,
including those of bodies and au-
thorities substantially financed by
the government. The CAG is also
the external auditor of govern-
ment - owned companies.

CAG has existed in this coun-
try from the very beginning. In
fact CAG replaced The Auditor-
General of India who was respon-
sible for auditing the accounts of
the Dominion of India and of

Transformation of CAG:

From a spineless body to the Premier
Auditing Authority

Whatever the final outcome, the assertive and people friendly CAG has interminably impacted national
discourse on transparency and accountability in this country, believes G. Raina

the provinces respectively imme-
diately before the commencement
of the Constitution of India.

But the average Indian, the
'aam aadmi' hardly knew about
existence of such an institution. It
was only during last few years par-
ticularly during the tenure of  CAG
Vinod Rai , who retired on 21st

May 2013, that office of  the CAG
acquired an unprecedented public
profile. Its reports generated ex-
ceptional political storms. Many
of the audit reports proved ex-
tremely troublesome for the Con-
gress led United Progressive Alli-
ance (UPA) government. 

While some people believe

that Mr. Rai will be remembered
for turning the statutory body into
a confrontational watchdog of
good governance and administra-
tive integrity, a vast majority ap-
preciates his contribution to the
exposure of reprehensible plun-
dering of public resources more
crucial than even the discredited
opposition parties in the country.

Rai’s five-year tenure (2008-
2013) providentially coincided
with the time when India was ex-
periencing the need for greater
transparency and accountability of
the Public offices and the people
holding the reins of power in the
country.

Mr Vinod Rai’s tenure as the
country’s Comptroller and Audi-
tor-General has been a game-
changer. Much like Mr TN Ses-
han, who as Chief Election Com-
missioner showed for the first time
that the Election Commission had
a voice independent of the Gov-
ernment, Mr Rai demonstrated in
his five-year term that the CAG
was not to be taken for granted
as a spineless organisation which
did the Government’s bidding.

The CAG’s reports on the
2010 Commonwealth Games and
allocation of licenses for 2G tele-
com spectrum and coal mining
blocks shocked the nation into dis-
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belief. These reports and several
other similar audit reports blew
off the façade of honesty and in-
tegrity built by the ruling class. The
Image of politicians and corrupt
bureaucrats in nexus with high pro-
file corporate leaders has been
dented beyond repair. It will not
be an exaggeration to say that the
public perception of  UPA gov-
ernment being the most corrupt
government is the outcome of an
active role of  the CAG. 

Mr. Vinod Rai has been crit-
icized by many, particularly the pro
government opinion makers for
either exceeding his brief or nur-
turing political ambitions.

“Nobody in the political class,
except for saying that I have po-
litical aspirations or that I am look-
ing for a post-retirement career in
politics, has actually made any sub-
stantive criticism of my work...
Saying that I want a political ca-
reer is an easy allegation to make,”
Rai said in an interview. 

In fact, as Mr Rai has shown,
the country’s premier audit body
is not just an accountant but is also
vested with the task of question-
ing and revealing dubious schemes
and expenditures of the Govern-
ment. his predecessors mostly were
content with following the Gov-
ernment’s diktats. Mr Rai changed
that comfortable arrangement, and
came under fire.

“There has been an erosion
of  people’s faith in government.
Their confidence in public institu-
tions has declined,” Rai said, echo-
ing the popular sentiment in a
speech at the Sardar Vallabhai Pa-
tel National Police Academy in
Hyderabad in 2011. 

Several Ministers in the Con-
gress-led regime like Mr Kapil Sibal
and Mr Manish Tewari, and se-

nior Congress leaders such as Mr
Digvijaya Singh, launched a unre-
lenting and venomous campaign
against him. It is to his credit that
he did not buckle in the face of
sustained pressure to ‘see reason’
and not ‘exceed his mandate’.

Rai also saw to it that the
CAG reports are prepared in a
manner which can be understood
by the common man and are made
available to the wider public
through issue of “Noddy Books”,
brief compilations of large re-
ports. 

Officials in the CAG office
credit him for steps taken to make
audit reports relevant and timely
having an impact among the peo-
ple. He reportedly told his offi-
cials to focus on big-ticket expen-
diture where huge public money
was involved & also encouraged
them to improve their professional
skills. 

Another step taken by Rai, a
1972-batch, Kerala-cadre officer
of the Indian Administrative Ser-
vice (IAS), was to improve access
of media to his office. He ap-

Food Security Bill:  A vote grabbing stunt by UPA

Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS), the largest Labour Union of
the country, organised a seminar on Food Security Bill in New Delhi
on May 15. It was to highlight the impact of such an important legis-
lation being rushed through for political concerns than any genuine
regard for poor.  Speaking on the occasion senior leader of the
Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) Dr Ashwani Mahajan termed the
Bill as a vote grabbing stunt by the Congress. He said during the
general elections of 2009 the Congress sought votes in the name of
MGNREGA and this time it is trying to use the Food Security Bill.
Fact is that neither MGNREGA benefited anyone nor the Food Se-
curity Bill is going to help anyone in the country. He said the Con-
gress is claiming to make India free from malnutrition, but fact is that
before Independence nobody was suffering from malnutrition in the
country. Then who is responsible for it other than the Congress.

BMS national president CK Sajinarayan said it has become a
habit of the Congress to bring a misleading Bill prior to polls and the
present Food Security Bill is part of the same game plan. BMS north
central zone organising Secretary Pawan Kumar pointed out that
during the last 10 years about 92,000 villages in the country have lost
their identity due to infrastructure or urban development. “If we cannot
save the villages how can we expect the food security for people?
Apart from it if we allow 50,000 tonnes of wheat to rot every year,
how can we expect food security? The nation needs Rs 7.686 crore
for increasing the foodgrain storage capacity. If we spend this amount,
no foodgrain will rot anywhere in the country,” he said.

Senior journalist Shivaji Sarkar said the Food Security Bill is
being brought to help some industrial houses and not to benefit any
hungry person. National organising secretary of Swadeshi Jagran
Manch Shri Kashmirilal and zonal organising secretary of Kisan Sangh
Shri Chandrasekhar were also present on the occasion. 
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pointed a media advisor in 2010. 
Rai’s tenure as CAG has

drawn parallels in public percep-
tion with that of TN Seshan as
Chief Election Commissioner in
the 1990s for ensuring free and
fair polls. Chauhan, who also
worked with Seshan, told media
that the people started relating to
moves of the EC after Seshan
made his office more accessible
to media. 

Rai has made it clear that he
is not going to join politics.

People believe that it will be
difficult for his successors to mould
the CAG back to the pre-Rai days.
The incoming Comptroller and
Auditor-General of India will be
under tremendous public pressure
to sustain the legacy which his im-
mediate predecessor leaves behind.
Now that the people know what
the CAG can actually do, they will

not be fooled by cover-ups. In
any case, there is no reason for the
incoming CAG to seek truce; if
he does his duty without fear and
favour, he is certain to win the
support of the people at large and
of parties cutting across the polit-
ical spectrum. The Congress-led
regime is on its last legs, and it will
look to the CAG to not embar-
rass it further with new revelations.
The new Comptroller and Audi-
tor-General of India need not
oblige the Government.

Impact of the exposure of
corruption at high places bythe
transformed CAG has been so
huge that all politicians in general
and the Congress Party in partic-
ular feel excessively scared to face
the electorate.

Scale and quantum ofcharg-
es of corruption and authoritari-
anism against party has led the peo-
ple questioning India’s Democracy.
In the wake of the 2G Spectrum
scam, the 2010 Commonwealth
Games Scam and the Adarsh
Housing Society Mumbai, differ-
ent surveys by media confirmed
the commonly held perception that
the Congress was seen as the most
corrupt political party in India

Its attempt to deny at first and
reluctantly accept after intense public
pressure the charges of corruption
against its Ministers has damaged
the image of the party and its lead-
ership beyond repair. The hasty steps
to woo voters by using its old tac-
tics of misleading people by ag-
gressive publicity campaigns at the
cost of exchequer is not yielding
expected results.

Unreasonable endeavor to
rush Food Security Bill and Land
Acquisition Bill through Parliament
is seen as an effort to present the
Party as pro poor. Expectations
are that if it fails to pass these so
callef flagship legislation do so in
the monsoon session the party may
adopt the Ordinance route and
opt for early elections somewhere
in November or December 2013.

But whatever the outcome,
the assertive and people friendly
CAG has had an everlasting im-
pact on transparency and account-
ability in the national discourse
of  the country.

This entire experience of an
assertive, unrelenting and profes-
sional CAG under the dynamic and
devoted leadership of  Mr. Vinod
Rai has also restored the faith of
the people of this country in the
institutions of the state.

Younger generation that con-
stitutes the major part of our pop-
ulation are convinced  that every-
thing is not lost. Officers like Mr.
Rai become role models for the
energetic youth and also reason
for optimism. One only hopes that
more and more people at the helm
of affairs recognize their capabil-
ity to effect a positive change. Huge
support from the public is suffi-
cient incentive to work honestly,
efficiently, objectively and off
course without fear or favour. 

Thanks to CAG
congress is seen as
the most corrupt
political party in

India.
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The National Food Security Bill
seems almost a fait accompli

with the BJP too supporting it. The
Parliamentary Standing Committee
has Okayed the Bill in January
2013. The Finance Minister has said
in his Budget speech that the Bill
would be presented before Parlia-
ment soon. He has also set apart
Rs 10,000 crore over and above
the existing food subsidy, to meet
the incremental cost under Food
Security Bill. But he has carefully
avoided mentioning the amount
of incremental cost – the most crit-
ical factor.

In their speeches, finance min-
isters normally withhold inconve-
nient truths that will harm the rat-
ing of their Budgets by the instant
media. But the Budget documents
generally disclose most of what the
Finance Minister withholds.

Deafening Silence
However, even the statutory

budget documents dealing with fis-
cal deficits — Medium Term Fis-
cal Policy Statement, Fiscal Policy
Strategy Statement and Macro
Economic Framework Statement
– carefully avoid mentioning the
food security. These statutory state-
ments say that government stands
committed to extending food se-
curity to all and to carve out ade-
quate fiscal space for its adequate
provisioning, but not say how

Food Bill will torpedo Budget

A discussion paper prepared at the instance of CACP the points out that the costs of
production of wheat and rice have gone up by 45% in three years and when the cost
of production rises, the cost of procurement cannot remain frozen. It projects that
38% of the production would have to be procured for which the machinery is not in
order, explains S. Gurumurthy

much is that ‘fiscal space’. They talk
about additional funding required
for the Bill, but remain deafening-
ly silent on the numbers.

They talk about massive over-
haul of the food subsidy regime
with the introduction of the Bill, but
at the same time contradict them-
selves by saying that without fo-
cused subsidy reforms, the process
of fiscal consolidation will be im-
possible. But what does all this add
up to? In one word: pontificating.

Obviously, the government
must have its own calculations on
the cost. But the very fact that it
has not disclosed the numbers in
the Budget shows that, if disclosed,
the picture would not be very com-

forting. Last year, the media had
reported that, by the Bill, the food
subsidy would go up to Rs 120,000
crore. If this were correct, the cur-
rent budget provision of for Rs
90,000 crore would leave Rs
30,000 crore uncovered. But that
is not even a quarter of  the story.
Here is the full story – a story that
can dynamite the Budget.

Leakages, and total costs
Ahead of the budget, in De-

cember 2012, the government had
a discussion paper — “National
Food Security Bill: Challenges &
Options’ – in its hands. It was pre-
pared at the instance of the Com-
mission for Agricultural Costs and
Prices (CACP). The paper disclos-
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es the facts about the extra cost
involved in the food security Bill
which the Budget speech and the
budget document on fiscal deficit
withhold. The Bill, it says, seeks to
provide subsidised food grain at 7
kg per person per month to almost
two-thirds of the people of In-
dia. It adds that the annual cost of
Rs 120,000 crore estimated “is
merely the tip of the iceberg”. Be-
fore unearthing the hidden under-
estimated cost – the iceberg – it
exposes the shocking leakage un-
der the present Targeted Public
Distribution (TPD) system.

It brings out that out of the
29 million tonnes of off-take for
TPD in 2004-05 what poor house-
holds got was just 46 per cent of
it – the balance 54 per cent got
pilfered along the way; in 2009-10,
out of the offtake of 42 million
tonnes, poor people got 60 per
cent with 40 per cent having been
lost on the way. It points out that
how the food subsidy has vaulted
from Rs 12,000 crore in 2001-02
to Rs 73,000 crore in 2011-12. (For
2012-13, it is Rs 85,000 crore and
projected at Rs 90,000 crore for
2013-14.) Then it goes on to say
how the cost of procurement has
gone up by 9-10 per cent annually
for five years ending 2012-13. It
points out that the costs of pro-
duction of wheat and rice have
gone up by 45 per cent in three
years to 2012-13 – which, it says,
is primarily due to the huge labour
shortage that has cropped up in the
last three years, pushing labour
costs by 100 per cent, squeezing
the margins of  farmers. It says that
when the cost of production rises,
the cost of procurement (Minimum
Support Price) cannot remain fro-
zen. It projects that some 75 mil-
lion tonnes or 38 per cent of the

production would have to be pro-
cured – a massive task for which
the machinery is not in order.

Then it goes on to estimate
the Food Security Bill cost. It says,
according to the government’s es-
timates the Bill will cost Rs 95,000
crore at the start and rise to Rs
125,000 crore and finally to Rs
150,000 crore. The paper brings
out two critical aspects overlooked
by the government that has led to
under-assessing the cost. First, it
says that, to ramp up the food pro-
duction, the Department of Agri-
culture has projected an expendi-
ture of about Rs 110,000 crore
over the next three years. Of  this
amount, the spending in the first
year will be Rs 60,000 crore; Rs
33,000 crore in the second year and
Rs 11,000 crore in the third year.

Deficit target overshot
Incidentally, against this the

provision in the Budget 2013-14 for
the National Food Security Mission
is only Rs 2,250 crore – a fifth of
the projection by the Department
of Agriculture. In earlier budgets, it
was even less – Rs 1,286 crore (2011-
12) and Rs 1,674 crore (2012-13) –
all peanuts as compared to the huge
requirement. Next it says that with
labour cost doubling and other
costs going up, government can-
not help raising the MSP. If  the gov-
ernment does hike it by 25 per cent
in three years, food subsidy will
straight away go up, besides the rise
in cost of handling which is up by
6-7 per cent every year.

On this basis, the paper fixes
the financial cost of  the Food Se-
curity Bill at Rs 6.82 lakh crore over
the next three years – Rs 2.41 lakh
crore in the first year; Rs 2.23 lakh
crore in the second year and Rs
2.17 lakh crore in the third year.
This is more than two and a half

times the provision in the Budget.
Assuming that the food secu-

rity Bill is passed in the Budget ses-
sion as promised, most of the first
year impact of the Bill – Rs 2.41
lakh crore – will be felt in 2013-14
itself. Against this, the Budget pro-
vides just Rs 90,000 crore for food
subsidy and Rs 2,250 crore for the
National Food Security Mission. So
the actual spending would be way
above the Budget.

Assuming the impact for
2013-14 is three-fourth of the pro-
jection by the CACP for the first
year, the deficit for 2013-14 could
go up by almost Rs 100,000 crore!
It needs no seer to say that the
promise in the Medium Term Fis-
cal Policy Statement that the gov-
ernment would be Kelkar-report
compliant and would contain the
fiscal deficit at 4.8 per cent in 2013-
14, bring it down to 4.2 per cent
in 2014-15 and 3.6 per cent in
2015-16 would go up in smoke.

The medium term fiscal pol-
icy statement (para 45) says with
great concern that major subsidies,
including food security subsidy, are
extremely critical in determining the
government’s success in achieving
fiscal deficit target. It suggests a
two-pronged strategy to cut major
subsidies, including food subsidy –
one, to raise the prices of subsidised
goods to reduce the subsidies; two,
better targeting of  subsidies.

But the food security subsidy
defies both conditions. As it cov-
ers two-thirds of the population,
targeting is impossible. And the
very philosophy of subsidised
foodgrains militates against raising
the selling prices.

QED: The Food Security Bill, which
seems to make all talk of fiscal consolida-

tion and control of fiscal deficit
ridiculous, can dynamite the Budget and

finances of the government.
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The Global Economy based on
the western model of Free

Market Capitalism is in deep crisis
since 2008. The whole world to-
day is caught in the vortex of fi-
nancial and economic recession.
India is no exception. Many peo-
ple of repute are expressing the
opinion that the global economic
crisis is a crisis of the system rath-
er than a crisis in the system.

Economic crisis is further re-
inforced by the global environmen-
tal crisis which is the direct prod-
uct of the western greed based
economic model.

It is in this background that I
have made an attempt to draw the
broad contours of an alternative
model of development. I would
not call it the Indian Model of
Development. Our Constitution
declares “India that is Bharath”. But
all of us know that India is not
Bharath. India is the westernized
and corrupted extension of Bhar-
ath. Therefore I would like to call
the model as Bharathiya Model of
Development (B.M.D.).

It is only through wide debate
and discussions in a positive atti-
tude, by a wide section of the so-
ciety especially the intelligentia that
this skeleton can be filled with life
giving flesh and blood. I fondly
hope that such a fruitful discussion
will take place.

Broad contours of a Bharathiya Model of
Development (BMD)

The global economic crisis is a crisis of the system rather than a crisis in the system.
In the Western Model the term development exclusively refers to economic development.
But in Bhartiya concept of development, it should include social, political,
environmental and cultural aspects of life. They must be well integrated with each
other, asserts Prof. B.M.Kumaraswamy

First things first
Sri Dattopant Thengdiji in his

monumental work ‘Third way’ de-
lineates the mental make up neces-
sary for people who dare to think
about an alternative approach to
development to the dominant west-
ern models that are permeating the
whole world today. People who
think about a Bharathiya Model of
Development need also to acquire
the necessary mental qualification
as described by Thengdiji.
1. “We do not subscribe to the

view that western paradigm is
the universal model of progress
and development. We do not
think that modernization is
westernization.

2. Blind imitation of the so called
advanced countries will be of
no use. Gurudev Tagore used
to observe that God has given
different question papers to dif-
ferent countries.

3. Even as we do not think any thing
western should be adopted sim-
ply because it is western, we also
do not think that any thing west-
ern should be rejected simply
because of  its origin. We are
therefore in favour of assimi-
lating knowledge from all peo-
ple. Of course scrutinize it in the
light of our past traditions and
present requirements and then
decide how much of it is to be

adopted and how much to be
rejected. Blind imitation of the
west would only indicate bank-
ruptcy of our native genius or
acute inferiority complex.”

Integrated Approach
While the west thinks that man

is a bundle of desires, and materi-
alism is the only objective of life,
Bharathiya thinking is that human
life is wholistic and well integrat-
ed. Purusharthas – Dharma, Artha,
Kama and Moksha should guide
human life. Dharma and Moksha
are spiritual aspects of life where
as Artha and Kama are material
aspects. Both the aspects are to be
practiced in a balance manner for
a wholistic life. Bharathiya thought
neither glorifies materialism nor
does it neglect material progress.
Thus BMD should accord equal
importance to material as well as
non-material aspects of life.

Dharma based Development
However Bharathiya system

gives precedence to Dharma over
Artha and Kama. Artha and Kama
should be practiced within the
framework of  Dharma or Ethics
or Morality.

Parithyajeth Artha Kamau
Yau syatham Dharma varjithau

So says Manu. Give up those
economic activities and desires,
which are against Dharma. Thus
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Bharathiya model of Development
should have a strong Ethical basis.

Milking the Nature
Environment is another as-

pect which in the current western
model is totally in conflict with
Development. However the Bhar-
athiya thought accords greatest re-
spect to Mother Nature. It always
speaks of ‘Milking Nature’ rather
than ‘exploitation of Nature’.
Therefore environmental sustain-
ability should be the bedrock of the
B.M.D. It is a part of  our Dharma.

Voluntary Restriction of Con-
sumption

Consumption is the driving
force of the western model of
Development. Consumerism hap-
pens to be its sheet anchor. This is
the bane of  the world today. On
the contrary, the Bharathiya thought
strongly advocates voluntary re-
straint on consumption. Eshavasya
Upanishath declares in the very
opening shloka,
Eshavasyam idam sarvam yat kincha

Jagathyam Jagath|
Thena thyakthena bhunjitha magridah

Kasyasvith dhanam|

The BMD should strongly
advocate voluntary restraint on
consumption by the society and
environmental sustainability of de-
velopment.

It must be based on the
thought that man is not the sole
owner of all the resources; rather
he is one of the members of the
living world which needs con-
sumption of  resources.

Agri-centric
In accordance with the prin-

ciples of  Dharma and Environ-
mental sustainability, Agriculture in
the BMD should be accorded the
prime position and Agriculture

should be principally Organic in
nature. This rules out the use of
chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and
G.M. seeds and all such synthetic
purchased factory produced in-
puts. Organic Farming is necessar-
ily based upon cows and bullocks.
So B.M.D. should also accord high-
est priority for protecting, preserv-
ing and propagating our indigenous
cattle breeds.

Rural Development
Agriculture and Rural Devel-

opment should be given top-most
priority in the BMD. In fact Bhar-
ath should be developed as a Ru-
ral Centric Economy. Since 70%
of the population is living in Rural
areas as per 2011 census, econom-
ic democracy and justice demands
that India’s development should be
should be Rural centric rather than
Urban centric.

Production by the Masses
Industrial development

should be subordinate to rural de-
velopment rather than predomi-
nant as it is today.

Even in the field of Indus-
trial development the principle of
production by the masses should
gain precedence over mass pro-
duction. Production by masses is
quite natural and appropriate to a
large and populous country like
India.

It results in the creation of
employment opportunities of a
wide variety and on a large scale
which is crucial for a populous
country like India. Further produc-
tion by the masses naturally results
in decentralization of income and
wealth, which is crucial for achiev-
ing economic and social justice and
equality. It will also prevent urban-
ization which is the bane of the
present day world.

Employment oriented
The BMD should also focus

on generation of productive em-
ployment on a vast scale. Self em-
ployment should be given adequate
importance.

The BMD should give prior-
ity for the development of domes-
tic market rather than the export
market. However export market
need not be neglected.

The role of speculative mar-
kets in stocks and shares, com-
modities and financial products
should be thoroughly curtailed and
well regulated to sub serve the in-
terests of an Ethics based Rural
and job centric model.

Localization rather than glo-
balization should be our priority.

Sarvodaya
Economic and social welfare

of  all, i.e. Sarvodaya should be the
motto of  BMD rather than G.D.P.
obsession. We must start with an-
thyodaya & move up to Sarvodaya.

Education
The objectives of Education

appropriate to BMD should be not
merely literacy but also, character
building, nationalism, dignity of
labour, development of appropri-
ate technologies and optimum uti-
lization of Natural Resources for
the benefit of  all rather than a few.

Integrated Development
In the western model the

term development exclusively re-
fers to economic development.
But in B.M.D. the concept of  de-
velopment should include, not
merely economic but also social,
political, environmental and cultural
aspects of life. They must be well
integrated with each other.

The writer is a National Co-convenor of

Swadeshi Jagran Manch.
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Kalavati shot to fame when
Rahul Gandhi [RaGa for the

party faithful] mentioned about her
in the Parliament. Since then, her
pathetic and tragic personal life has
become a part of our political dis-
course. In fact, she represents all
that is wrong with policies, plan and
programs of our government. 

Hailing from India’s ‘suicide
belt’ Kalavati’s husband, a farmer
committed suicide in 2005. Her
son-in-law, and later her daughter
too, reportedly committed suicide.
A mother of nine [possibly this is
where the government should have
intervened, yet it failed] and with
no means to support her family
Kalavati’s heart rending story could
move anyone to tears.

It was therefore appropriate
that Rahul Gandhi visited her to
learn her problem – in effect the
nation’s problem – firsthand. If
press reports and charges made by
his political opponents are to be
believed, despite this much hyped
visit, not much has improved with
Kalavati.

No wonder when Gujarat
Chief Minister Narendra Modi
[Namo to party faithful] addressed
the annual general meeting of FIC-
CI Ladies Organisation recently and
referred to Kalavati, her wretched
life and personal tragedy has once

Narendra Modi vs Rahul Gandhi:

It’s a battle of ideas

Poverty in the Indian context can never be wiped through direct state intervention.
Kalavati is a classical example of this. The only way of eradicating it is by encouraging
personal initiatives. Jasuben is a classical example of this, explains MR Venkatesh

again has come to dominate the
national political discourse.

Contrasting the story of Ka-
lavati to Jasuben, a woman from
Gujarat, Modi brought out the suc-
cess stories of women entrepre-
neurs if given the right opportuni-
ty. Jasuben, according to press re-
ports, set up her version of a piz-
zeria nearly 40 years ago in Ahmed-
abad. To pander to the local pal-
ates, she added a dash of sugar
and jaggery to her pizza toppings.

According to Modi, her piz-
zas competed successfully with
well-known international brands in
Gujarat. Hinting at the divergence
in the real life story of two wom-
en Modi concluded, “But before
our friends from the media go there
to find out if Jasubehn is like Ka-

lavati, I would like to tell them she
died five years back. Her pizzas,
however, still have a big market.”

Unmistakably, the narrative
of  NaMo is that Jasuben’s success
was a by-product of his govern-
ment’s economic policies. On the
other hand, supporters of RaGa
believe that hope and succor to
Kalavati could flow only through
direct government intervention.
The fault lines in their approach to
the idea of India could not have
been more explicit.

Given this paradigm, the In-
dian media, as is its wont, missed
the bus to fashion the agenda for
the forthcoming elections. In the
process the ideological debate of
an ideal, effective and efficient eco-
nomic model suited for the Indian
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environment has degenerated into
crass, crude and personality based
discussion of NaMo versus RaGa.

Ideally, the reference to Ka-
lavati and his comparison to Jas-
suben by Modi should have
brought the ideal role of govern-
ment and model of governance
into sharp focus. What is the role
of government? How should it
compliment personal initiatives and
entrepreneurship? Crucially, how
should it encourage individual ini-
tiatives and create wealth? 

The basic question that ap-
pears since the dawn of civiliza-
tion is the appropriate relationship
between state, society and individ-
uals. Should the nascent Indian state
lead an ancient society with no role
for individual or social initiative? If
so, how? Or should it be the other
way around where the state is left
to play a marginal role? These ques-
tions continue to haunt us even six
decades after independence. 

The ancient Chinese caught the
essence of this role-play through
their image of their ideal king, who
sits facing south doing nothing and
lets the natural course of events
flow uninterrupted. This doing
nothing and letting things happen
requires a great deal of effort. It
requires being deeply aware of and
sensitive to the times, mood and
aspirations of the people.

Likewise, under the classical
Indian thought, the state is never the
instrument of  change or reform.
This of course does not mean that
there are no mechanisms or possi-
bility of change. Nevertheless, such
initiative for change does not lie with
the king. The impulse for reforms
arises deep within the society, ar-
ticulated by sages and is works it-
self  through different constituents.

At the very end of the re-

forms process a fresh balance and
a new order is created.

The western idea of the gov-
ernment is exactly the opposite of
what the ancient Chinese and Indi-
an philosophers had laid out, prob-
ably best articulated by Plato. In his
conception, the state and is institu-
tions are the only legitimate actors
in the public domain so much so
there are only atomised, powerless
and unattached individuals at the
command of the state.

Consequently, according to Pla-
to, individuals have no separate iden-
tity of their own living at the whims
and mercy of the state. In fact, the
State determines the number of
kinds of people it requires; brings
together the right type of geneti-
cally endowed parents and thus cre-
ates the appropriate raw material
for the creation of  the ideal polity.

Put pithily, you will be deter-
mined by the government even
before you are born!

The Platonic society is thus an
entirely man made construct with
no place for anything natural in it.
The order and balance is decreed
by the state through the legislation
and coercion. The whole edifice thus
serves the reasons for the state and
there is no place for anyone else.

These ideas have further been
refined and modernised by philoso-
phers like Francis Bacon, Thomas

Hobbes and probably even Karl
Marx. For them, man within his nat-
ural setting is a dangerous person who
must be uprooted from his natural
mooring, purged of his dignity &
made into an obedient individual
sub-serving the designs of  the state.

Nevertheless, this idea by the
second half of twentieth century
had run its full course. Having al-
lowed the proliferation of the
modern state into a large monolith
and operating through an inefficient
yet ruthless bureaucracy, experienc-
es of the past five decades or so
across continents have demonstrat-
ed the inefficiency of this model.

The admission of this folly and
reversal of the grand idea of state
as a central and possibly the only
force in the nation building process
goes up with a sexed up appella-
tion of  reforms. India is no excep-
tion to this grand global experiment
of finding the right balance between
society, individual and the state. 

Reforms by definition implies
less, not more, of government —
a fact lost on those who believe
that the only way to richness for
Kalavati is through state interven-
tion and not by her personal initia-
tives. And how does government
gets its money for spending on
Kalavati? Of course by taxing Jas-
ubens of the world!

While most western countries
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have seen the futility of fashioning
society as argued by Plato and hence
believe in reforms – read less of
government – India the original
land of less government is arguing
for more government. All this while
the Indian government officially
proclaims that it is in reforms mode!

This is not to argue that Ka-
lavati does not require state inter-
vention. Surely she requires our
collective support. But doles that
perennially keep her alive but be-
low subsistence level are not the
right model. Unfortunately, the
RaGa model of development pre-
cisely believes in this idea.

The ministry for women af-
fairs must have intervened when
she had more than two children. It
did not. The ministry of health
must have helped her. It did not.
The agricultural ministry must have
helped her husband. It did not. The

human resources ministry must have
helped her children. Yet it did not.
The ministry of water resources as
well as ministry for rural affairs
helped all of them. They did not.
If all these ministries of the gov-
ernment of India had failed where
is the question of taxing Jasuben
in the name of helping Kalavati?

Whatever be it, a weak, ineffi-
cient and ineffective delivery mech-
anism cannot be the panacea for all
the ills plaguing Kalavati. Yet unar-
guably she requires maximum inter-
vention of our government. That is
possible only through laser like gov-
ernance models that identifies her,
her problems and delivers the need-
ful through a clockwork precision.

Poverty in the Indian context
can never be wiped through direct
state intervention. Kalavati is a clas-
sical example of  this. The only way
of eradicating it is by encouraging
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personal initiatives. Jasuben is a clas-
sical example of  this.

It is time that someone tells
Rahul Gandhi that his model is noth-
ing new. In fact it has been tested for
at-least 60 years since the days of his
great grandfather. Yet it has not suc-
ceeded in the Indian context. For
starters he must readily admit that
this idea of attempting to hand out
doles has run its full course. Equally
he must admit that the entire deliv-
ery mechanism too has failed.

Therefore the only way out is
allowing Jasuben to flourish by re-
pealing our labour laws, lower tax-
es and our government providing
better infrastructure. Rahul Gandhi
and his advisors must realise that
their electoral battle is not with
NaMo. Rather they must realise
that their ideas are anachronistic.

Unfortunately, Rahul Gandhi
is silent on all this.
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One of the major arguments
in favour of the new eco-

nomic policy was that, due to wid-
ening of current account deficit in
balance of payment and balance
of trade, rising foreign debt has
been causing erosion of national
sovereignty and possibilities of
growth were shrinking. Under
these circumstances, it was argued
that the nation can save itself from
crisis only by taking the path of
Liberalisation, Privatisation and
Globalisation (LPG); and we can
also make the nation debt free and
save its sovereignty. When country’s
gold was being sent abroad as ‘se-
curity’ for our international liabili-
ties that was not only a cause of
concern, but was humiliating too
for the nation. It was said that to

Is India getting trapped into debt vortex?

Mounting foreign debt has exposed the country to increased commitment of repayment
of principal & interest and involves the danger of entrapping the country into
impossibility of repayment, cautions Dr. Ashwani Mahajan

overcome that situation we will
have to lift all restrictions on im-
ports and widen our paths for let-
ting foreigners to invest in India.
This policy would not only pro-
vide resources for our develop-
ment, but also create competitive
environment, necessary for the de-
velopment of  Indian industry.

Restrictions, both tariff and
non-tariff, were removed from
imports. Imports started rising fast.
Exports too increased, but exports
could grow at much slower pace.
Result obviously was fast rising
trade deficit. Country was exposed
to high risk of current account
deficit (CAD). However, at that
point of time, progress in the field
of software, led to huge receipts
on invisible account (in which there

was hardly any contribution of
new economic policy of LPG).
NRIs remittances also have been
increasing in leaps and bounds.
Current account deficit in balance
of payments remained within rea-
sonable limits; as a result of these
developments, despite huge trade
deficit, it so happened that between
2001-02 and 2003-04, the nation
had a pleasant experience of bal-
ance of payment turning surplus
for continuously three years, which
was unprecedented after the post
independence period.

CAD now exceeds even 1990-
91 Level

While presenting budget
2013-14, Finance Minister, P.
Chidambaram expressed concern
over rising CAD. Similar concerns
have been expressed by the Prime
Minister and Reserve Bank of  In-
dia (RBI). This concern is not with-
out reasons. In the last few years,
our CAD has continuously been
rising. Since 2004-05, this deficit is
not showing any sign of  receding.
In the last 8 years, our balance of
trade totaled $ 797 billion and
BOP (CAD) totaled $ 227.8 bil-
lion. However, in 10 years between
1990-91 and 1999-00, they were
hardly $ 103.6 billion and $ 43.7
billion respectively. That is, in 1990s
our CAD was average $ 4.4 bil-
lion annually, which climbed up to
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$ 28.5 billion annually in the last 8
years (6.5 times increase). Deficit
is BOT (Balance of  Trade) has
been keeping so high after 2004,
that despite huge remittances from
NRIs and receipts on account of
software, exports, our CAD con-
tinued to show deficit. In the year
2012-13, our CAD may surpass $
100 billion which has been worry-
ing our police makers, economists
and the general public. CAD which
was hardly 3.3 percent even in
1990-91 (year of major economic
crisis) has climbed up to 6.7 per-
cent during the third quarter of the
financial year 2012-13. Our foreign
exchange reserves, which were suf-
ficient to finance our import bill
for 3 years in 2007, are not capa-
ble to pay for imports of 6 months
even. Huge CAD had a side effect
in the form of  rising foreign debt,
which turned $ 374 billion in 2012
(December), as compound to only
$ 224.5 billion in March 2009. This
foreign debt does not include bor-
rowings, which have been made by
Indian companies abroad.

Foreign Debt Trap
Our foreign debt has been ris-

ing continuously and the same is
making situation of our payment
deficit even more acute. We under-
stand that foreign debt involves the
burden of repayment of principal
and interest. Such a huge foreign
debt can trap the country into im-
possibility of repayment of inter-
est and principal. Debt of the coun-
try has increased by $ 150 billion
in last less than four years. This
huge mounting of debt has ex-
posed the country to increased
commitment of repayment. Inabil-
ity to make this payment from reg-
ular surplus in balance of payment
pushes the country to further debt.
These liabilities are not receding at

all, rather year after year, they are
rising further. If  we look at the
experience in the last 8-9 years, we
find that rising balance of trade is
not the only cause of rising for-
eign indebtedness, repayment of
loans (both interest and principal)
is also causing this debt to rise fur-
ther. As per data released by the
World Bank, in 2011, repayment
of interest and principal, on the
external debt of India reached $
29.2 billion.

Another big cause of our for-
eign debt to rise is foreign direct
investment and portfolio invest-
ment. Though our finance minis-

ter advocates for foreign invest-
ment, not for pushing growth any
more, but to fill CAD in balance
of payment; fact is that foreign
investment is actually widening this
deficit. During the year 2011-12, a
total sum of $22 billion was re-
ceived under the head FDI; how-
ever, foreigners took away $26 bil-
lion in the form of  interest, divi-
dend, royalty etc. This means out-
go of foreign exchange on in-
comes earned from investments
made in the yester years, exceeded
that of receipts from current FDI.

In addition to this, borrow-
ings made by Indian companies
abroad also entails, liabilities in the
form of  interest and principal re-

payments; which further widens
balance of  payment deficit. Total
inflow of investment by FIIs has
been $ 186.1, until 2012-13. But this
source of investment not a de-
pendable one, as this investment
may evaporate any time. It is nota-
ble that during the year 2008, port-
folio investment turned negative, as
institutional investors flew away.
Earnings from portfolio investment
remitted abroad also tend to wid-
en balance of payment deficit.

Debt trap is a situation when
size of debt becomes so big that
it is beyond to repay the same
from its own resources, and is

forced to borrow further to fulfill
its obligation to repay principal and
interest. If we analyze the repay-
ment of principal and interest, the
same becomes very clear. Accord-
ing to official data released by
World Bank, between December
2009 and December 2012, total
debt servicing on external debt by
India was around $100 billion and
addition to external debt during
this period was around $150 bil-
lion.  Need of the hour is that gov-
ernment rises to the occasion and
adopt suitable policy mix to stem
this fast rising size of foreign debt
and save India from getting
trapped into this debt vortex.  

E-mail: ashwanimahajan@rediffmail.com

Repayment of
interest and

principal, on
the external

debt of India
reached

$ 29.2 billion.
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After twenty-two (22) years of
economic reforms, the Indian

policy planners are in a catch-22 sit-
uation. There is a complete U-turn
of  Indian economy, which is back
to square one with the balance of
payments situation reaching to its
worst level at 6 percent of  its GDP,
coupled with alarmingly high fiscal
deficit, high rate of inflation, global
economic growth nearing just 5
percent and a very dismal condi-
tion of  agriculture, andindustry, re-
sulting into higher rate of unem-
ployment and an environment of
uncertainty all around. The govern-
ment at the centre seems to be very
insensitive and is suffering from
policy paralysis and is under
convulsions.The vagaries of  corrup-
tion have crippled the functioning
of the government and no positive
initiative is in forcefor any kind of
infrastructural development. The
country is on the mode for election
of a new government within less
than 12 months. In such a situation,
there is a need to awaken the peo-
ple of this country about the ill ef-
fects of the forces of globalization,
which are primarily responsible for
a corruption-led, jobless growth
model, which have dragged down
the economy of the country which
is gradually losing its economic
sovereignty due to the dominant
presence of almost 66 percentof

Indian Economy:

Lessons from Two Decades of Economic Liberalization

The forces of globalization are primarily responsible for corruption-led, jobless growth
model, which has dragged down the economy of the country. Economic sovereignty is
being lost due to the dominant presence of almost 66%of the foreign goods; $400 billion
foreign debt & almost $200 billion of trade account deficit, underlines Dr. D. R. Agarwal

the foreign goods
and nearly $400 bil-
lion of foreign debt
which is more than
20 percent of our
GDP and almost
$200 bil lion of
trade account defi-
cit which is nearly
10 percent of our
GDP.

In such a situ-
ation, when the In-
dian economy is
moving downwards, there is a need
to look at the changes taking place
in other parts of Asia, especially in
Japan and China where the new
leadership has been trying to re-
model their economic thinking. The
Chinese new leader, Xi Jinping’s vi-
sion for “Chinese Dream” is a step
towards towards “Road to Reviv-
al” through his nationalist and pa-
triotic speech delivered to the na-
tional people’s congress, China’s
parliament on being appointedas
the new president in April this year.
The concept of the Chinese dream
is being written into school text-
books to make sure that it enters
students’ brains. It is something
more than what was done by his
predecessors including Mao Ze-
dong (1949-1976), Den Xiaoping
(1978-1992), Jiang Zemin (1993-
2002), and Hu Jintao (2003-2013).

It is worth noting that the early 30
years of China, 1949-1979, was
largely with agrarian base with an
iron curtain wall, and a controlled
economy under the leadership of
Mao Zedong. China went into the
gradual process of economic re-
forms under the leadership of  Den
Xiaoping, beginning 1978 and a
strong economic base was created
internally before the country went
for the next phase of economic re-
forms in external sectors under the
new leadership of Jiang Zemin
during his tenure of leadership in
1990s. The mantel of  economic
development with double digit
growth continued in a much deep-
er form under the able leadership
of Hu Jintao during the decade of
2000s until recently. During these
30 years of economic develop-
ment, the Chinese economy has
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surpassed the Japanese economy in
2010 and has become the world’s
second largest economy.

The phenomenal robust
growth of Chinese economy is vis-
ible from the above graph, which
shows that on a economic base of
100 in 1987, the Chinese economy
has grown more than 40 folds in
25 years with its index growing
from 100 to 4,307 as against the
then top two economies being
USA and Japan where USA has
grown only from 100 to 350 level
and the Japanese economy has re-
mained at an abysmal low, suffer-
ing from recession over the last two
decades from 100 to just about
125. This change at a global level
with almost stagnancy of Japanese
economy in the last two decades
and the US economy growing at a
very low pace with a big jolt in
2008 resemble some inbuilt weak-
nesses in the free market economy
based on capitalism. Chinese econ-
omy, on the other hand, has been
able to take advantage with its low
cost factors by becoming a world
factory with supply of Chinese
goods all around the world. India
needs to draw a lesson from the
changes taking place in the three
largest economies of the world
and also by drawing some lessons
from the Eurozone crisis that may
help people of this country to
share the benefit with a paradigm
shift in its policy perspective from
a western model of economic
growth to a dynamic self-reliant
model of economic growth.

There is thus a need for re-
looking into the economic policy
perspective, which has been under-
going a change at a global level. In
the early decade of 1980s, there
was a rush for supply-side eco-
nomics in the name of Rigonom-

ics in US, and Thatcherism in UK,
which was blindly copied in India
in the early decade of 1980s re-
sulting into increase in external debt
and ultimate balance of payment
crisis in 1990. There was a sudden
shift on 24th July 1991 in the form
on new economic policy by
adopting the LPG formula of  lib-
eralization, privatization, and glo-
balization, which has miserably-
failed in achieving the economic
objectives of controlling inflation,
and solving the problems of un-
employment and poverty in the
country. On the other hand, there
has been a downhill journey
through the shrinking share of ag-
riculture in the GDP from 35 per-
cent in 1991 to less than 15 per-
cent and the drastic fall in the val-
ue of  Indian rupee from nearly Rs.
16 in 1990 to nearly Rs. 54, caus-
ing a devaluation of more than 350
percentand causing tremendous
harm to export competitiveness of
the economy, save and exceptthe
marginal growth in services sector
limited to information technology.

The new leadership in Japan
with a thumping majority to the
former Prime MinisterShinzo Abe
has brought a new light with its
‘Abenomics’. The three arrows of
Mr. Abe’s new economic policy
have brought swift changes in the

Japanese economy with increase in
consumption level and almost 70
percent increase in the stock mar-
ket prices which has given a new
life to Japanese investors and its
economy. Mr. Abe’s plan for the
fiscal stimulus with a liberalized
monetary policy coupled with dras-
tic reforms for the economic de-
velopment are likely to bring the
country out of the long period of
recession of  two decades. It is a
matter of coincidence that the pe-
riod of 1990-2010 has been very
dismal for Japan and at the same
time very rosy for China. Indian
economy on the other hand has
failed to take advantage of the
changes in the global economy.
Both China and Japan are moving
with a nationalist approach though
in different circumstances. There is
a need for India to relook into its
past mistakes and to give a fresh
look for a stronger rising India.
There is an equal need for empow-
ering the nation with technology
and innovation in the present
knowledge driven economy. It is
only then that the country with a
population of almost 130 crores
and the largest youth force will be
able to take the demographic ad-
vantage which is in waiting.

The author is a Director, Swadeshi Research
Institute & email: dr.agarwal@iitrade.ac.in
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India is one of the largest buyers
of gold in the world. More than

90 per cent of this is for jeweler
purposes. Table 1 gives the pur-
chase of gold for jewellery by dif-
ferent countries. Indian demand is
around 25 per cent of global con-
sumption. Recently, the attraction
of  smuggling has come down due
to liberalised import policy. Inci-
dentally, domestic production of
gold is very negligible, running into
a few tonnes. The purchases made
in Saudi Arabia and Gulf states is
also mostly by people of Indian
origin and to that extent the de-
mand by ‘Indians’ is much larger.
What is bought in Gulf states this
year by the NRIs (non-resident In-

Gold drives our traditional economy, must
not be curbed

The increase in demand for gold and the resultant crisis in the current account deficit
are linked to denial of credit to the growth engines in service and manufacturing sector.
These are mostly proprietorship and partnership firm’s whose only collateral to money
lenders is in the form of Gold ornaments or coins and bar, implores Prof Vaidyanathan

dians) will reach here may be in a
year or so.

At an average price of, say,

Rs 30000 for 10 grams, we can
estimate that more than Rs 258000
crore has been spent in buying
gold last year by Indian house-
holds, which is much larger than
the aggregate capital raised from
the stock market. The purchase of
gold by households is not treated
as savings in our statistics. It is
treated, as consumption by a
household which is curious as
households treat purchase of gold
as ‘investments’ whatever the
economists in the Government
may think. The ‘experts’ are more
or less unanimous that house-
holds, particularly women, are
doing ‘unproductive’ investments
in gold jewellery. They would
rather households invested in
Government bonds which can be
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used to pay salaries for Govern-
ment employees (the most ‘pro-
ductive’ activity).

But why do households invest
in gold? It is not for the return but
for security. Gold is the major so-
cial security for large number of
Indian households which do not
have any social security at all. The
OASIS (Dave Committee) report
indicates that nearly 90 per cent of
the India’s workforce, particularly
the self-employed, is not covered
by any retirement scheme that en-
ables savings for economic securi-
ty during old age. Transfer of
ownership is also very easy. In the
case of gold ornaments one can
say that possession is ownership. In
other words, if a mother removes
her chain and gives it to her daugh-
ter then it belongs to the latter by
tradition. One can get loan against
gold by pledging it with a money-
lender any time of the day or night,
seven days of the week.

In other words, gold repre-
sents the most liquid form of  as-
set in India. One can also say that
gold is the most politically cor-
rect metal which can be owned.
In traditional Indian families,
sometimes, shares or fixed depos-
its are disposed without the
knowledge of the housewife. But
gold is always sold with the con-
currence of the housewife. The
so-called superstition pertaining to
not removing the Mangal Sutra till
the death of the husband is an in-
surance protection to the woman
against rapacious relatives and chil-
dren. It is assumed that the gold
ornaments will work as social se-
curity for her in case of major
emergency or after the death of
the head of the household.

More importantly, gold is
used as collateral in small business-

es like retail trade and transport
restaurant’s etc. the role of  gold is
not that of an idle asset as assumed
by our central banker and Gov-
ernment economists. We find that
the credit availability to small en-
trepreneurs in construction/trade/
restaurant’s etc. has declined over
period of time and more money
goes to only big businesses See
Table-2. Actually small businesses
are engines of our growth

One of the major reasons for
the increased demand for gold
more in the form of  Coins and
bars is the scarcity of credit from
banking sector for small and tiny
businesses. Actually coins and bars
constituted more than 300 tonnes
out of 864 tonnes consumed in
2012.As of today Gold alone is
acceptable collateral for these en-
terprises for getting credit from

money lenders.
Unfortunately the role of

gold as a social security and col-
lateral for business is not under-
stood by our Government econ-
omists and central bankers. On the
one side, credit availability from
organised banking sector to small
and tiny businesses is declining and
on the other hand every effort is
made by RBI to make gold cost-
lier and scarce for these tiny en-
trepreneurs. The increase in de-
mand for gold and the resultant
crisis in the current account defi-
cit are linked to denial of credit
to the growth engines in service
and manufacturing sector. These
are mostly proprietorship and
partnership firm’s whose only
collateral to money lenders is in
the form of  Gold ornaments or
coins and bar.

Further curbs on availability
of gold will only encourage D
company to become active in the
smuggling of  gold and do we
want it again?

In the case of gold
ornaments, possession

is ownership.
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The New York Times headline
shouts: “Hunger in U.S. at a 14-

Year High.” President Obama says:
"hunger rose significantly last
year".  But, researchers for a De-
partment of Agriculture report say
that people are experiencing “food
insecurity” or even “very low food
security”. 

India will also “eliminate”
hunger “officially”, if  the Food
Security Bill is passed by Parliament.
The new law may not ensure food
security because the procedure to
prove one’s eligibility is not easy in
a quagmire of KYC – know your
customer – queries. It is plaguing
the LPG buyers, bank account
holders and almost all supposed
entitlements or commercial trans-
actions like the railway ticket.

Would the law ensure food

Low prices, high yield to ensure food for
all; law can ensure inspector raj

At a time when FCI is gradually reducing procurement, The Food Security Bill would be
used to purchase the food grain from private players and international dealers at inflated
prices. The black market controlled by unscrupulous traders and the government
inspectorate will thrive. Does this government want a repeat of that, asks Shivaji Sarkar?

grain – yes, it is only rice, wheat
and millet – at Rs 3, 2 and 1 a kg,
to the extent of 35 kg in rural area
and 20 kg in urban area? It is a dif-
ficult proposition. Turning the en-
tire nation into a massive ration
shop and managing it is a formi-
dable and unnecessary proposition.

Why does the US do not need
this kind of a public distribution
system (PDS)? It does not because
the country has evolved a system
where food items, just not food
grains, are available at affordable
prices. Even modes of  travel are
not as expensive as it is in India,
nor fuels are expensive and this is
done through a chain of private
business functionaries. The subsi-
dies have played a significant role
in keeping the food prices low in
the US. If  despite that hunger is

increasing there,
though only in minor
percentage terms, it
shakes that nation.

India has done
just the opposite. It has
ensured that inflation
remains at a high lev-
el. Food prices have
increased by over 36
per cent in the last over
three years. The gov-
ernment has stacked
excess rice and wheat.

The Food Corporation (FCI)
warehouses have been overflow-
ing. As much grains rot every year
as much it is procured.

The UPA government was
repeatedly asked by Supreme
Court to release food grains to
make it available to the poor to
ensure that they did not remain
hungry. The UPA government was
also given suggestions to release
food grains in the market to keep
the prices under check. It was sug-
gested to utilize the FCI as market
interventionist agency. The govern-
ment turned a deaf  ear.

This calls for an intense probe
Since 2009, the UPA govern-

ment except expressing “helpless-
ness” did not do anything.

Are governments in this coun-
try so helpless? In 1963, when the
Nehru government introduced
PDS in a massive way in the wake
of drought, it did not seek the shel-
ter of  a law for food security.

In reality, even today the gov-
ernment does not need it.

Pandit Nehru knew that it was
a constitutional obligation to pro-
vide food to the people. Even if it
is not mandated by any statute, it is
always the responsibility of the state.
When Louis XVI failed to do it and
Marie Antoinette called upon
Frenchmen to have cake instead of
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bread, the France went for the his-
toric revolution to assert the citizens’
right. The French revolution was
the culmination of bad governance
and denial of food to its people.

How would a food security
law ensure that? On the one hand
India is trying to reduce subsidies
particularly on agriculture, denying
it investment, making farming ex-
pensive, convoluting the food grain
market and resulting in stagnation
of production level on the other it
is shedding crocodile tears for
food security.

The recent Economic and So-
cial Conference for Asia and Pacif-
ic (ESCAP) has come out with the
worst indictment. Its report blames
the government and its agencies for
allowing betting and “financialisa-
tion” in food items through the
commodities futures market.

The ESCAP report virtually
opens up a Pandora’s box as it un-
folds the mystery of food infla-
tion. The ESCAP analysis is based
on data and facts provided by
government of India. It means the
government is  aware of the
“game” that is being played in the
food market.

Is that the reason why Minis-
ter Kapil Sibal calls the food bill as
a “game changer”. It is certainly not
changing the “game” for the poor
and hungry people.

Sibal or for that matter the
entire government has the least
concern for the poor. The latest
National Sample Survey (NSSO)
survey records that now 73 per
cent of the people, against 64 per
cent in 2004-05, are not getting the
minimum prescribed 2100 calories.
Does it not mean that between
2004 and now more people have
slipped to below poverty line?

How would a government

that is plagued by corruption, fis-
cal and current account deficit en-
sure about Rs 1.5 lakh crore addi-
tional allocations for food?

It would do it by levying ad-
ditional taxes. The government did
so when it allocated Rs 40,000
crore for Mahatma Gandhi Na-
tional Rural Employee Guarantee
Act (MNREGA). It increased ex-
cise duties, introduced many
cess and made service tax univer-
sal and also raised the rates. It has
resulted in impoverishing the
emerging middle class. Now they
at best could be said to be at the
edge of the poverty line, as the
NSSO survey stresses.

The food bill is too cumber-
some. It apart from ensuring food
grain even has agenda for mater-
nal and child support, counseling
support for optimal infant/young
child feeding, nutrition take-home
for children under three (nobody
knows how), cooked mid-day
meal in government and aided
school, maternity entitlements of
Rs 1000 for six months for preg-
nant women, universal health care,
revitalisation of agriculture and
food production and many more.

Revitalisation of agriculture
would cost Rs 1.1 trillion. From
where would the government shell
that out?

It also has provision for com-
pensation of loss of entitlement.
(Is that really possible?)

Much of it reads like an elec-
tion manifesto. The obvious aim
too apparently is that. The road
map is unclear.

In 1960s, the youth spent al-
most seven years of their precious
life queuing up at the ration shops
and often returning without a mor-
sel of grain. The black market in
all food items thrived during those

seven years. Then the desi unscru-
pulous traders and the government
inspectorate thrived. Does this
government want a repeat of that?

The Green revolution ensured
not only supplies but also a thriving
open market. Food prices dropped
as government investment in agri-
culture and subsidies went up.

The present government pol-
icies are cutting down on farm in-
vestment, subsidies and have made
it difficult for farmers to pay for
the rising cost of  inputs. During the
past over 20 years over 44 lakh
hectare land has gone out of the
farm sector to SEZ, industries and
the real estate. The real estate alone
has acquired over 16 lakh hectare.

The FCI is gradually reducing
procurement. It is being as a policy
left to the private sector. How
would the government ensure ade-
quate food production or stocks?
Simply it would not be possible.

The bill would be used to
purchase the food grain from pri-
vate players and international deal-
ers at inflated prices. This clarifies
why FDI in retail has been opened
up to 100 per cent. The bill would
thus ensure a thriving foreign
wholesale and retail sector. Its pro-
visions are likely to open up legal
route for involved “players” – that
is what happens in a “game” – to
get rich quick.

The bill, it is difficult to be-
lieve, would ensure food security.
In all probability it would not.

Food security can be ensured
without the bill if food is made
available at affordable prices, in-
flation is controlled and food pro-
duction is increased by scrapping
the Land Acquisition Bill and en-
suring larger public investment in
the farm sector. Would somebody
do that?
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Frequent interventions of  Indi-
an courts in the matters relat-

ing to Government policies and its
governance as well as the recent in-
cident of assault on police person-
al by legislators in Maharashtra
have brought one thing to fore-
front and that is the failing Indian
governance system. Selfish repre-
sentation and subservient adminis-
tration and police are the root caus-
es for this failure apart from the
politicization of every aspect of
socio-economic life.  It is true that
the judiciary is trying hard to pro-
tect the fundamentals of Indian
constitution and people’s move-
ments are taking shape to focus on
the need for good governance.
However, Indian political, legal and
administration systems along with
all other varied institutions created
for the purpose of good gover-
nance, though look good in fun-
damentals and thought, are not
helping, may be because of the
persons involved. This emphasizes
the need to review the systems of
governance and selection of lead-
ing personals and frame a new na-
tional policy for good governance.

Indian Constitution
India is governed by its con-

stitution. The basic of the constitu-
tion was to make India a Sovereign
Socialist Secular Democratic Repub-
lic and secure to all its citizens, Jus-

National Policy for Good Governance

India needs a true representative democracy with decentralized development strategies
led by righteous individuals, not western concepts of democracy and centralized
development strategie,s pleads Anil Javalekar

tice- social, economic and political,
Liberty of thought, expression, be-
lief, faith and worship, equality of
status and of opportunity and pro-
mote among them fraternity apart
from maintaining unity and integri-
ty of the Nation. The constitution
proposed for various institutions
and main among these were system
of representative democracy for
political governance, election com-
mission for governing the election
process, Comptroller and Auditor
General for accounts and account-
ability of government expenses,
Judiciary for protecting fundamen-
tals of constitution, administration
for successful development and
welfare strategies and police sys-
tem for maintaining law and or-
der as well as implementation of
legislation and judiciary decisions.
Good governance is purely depen-
dent on these institutions.

Failing governance
The failure of these institu-

tions during last 60 years is visible.
First, the attitude and behavior of
political class that they are above
every other Indian citizen has
changed the face of Indian repre-
sentative democracy. Second, the
judiciary which ultimately has to
check the proper implementation
of laws and help people get jus-
tice is working with inefficient and
weak investigation system resulting
delayed delivery or denial of jus-
tice. Third, liberty is a choice for
few, equality remained a dream for
majority and fraternity is at stake
because of  vote bank politics.
Fourth, rise of  Coalition politics
has given importance to the inter-
ests of individuals and small
groups. Fifth, corrupt administra-
tion and policing have made the
law subservient to ruling elite.
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Reasons are many
1. Western thought main

reason: The reasons for failure are
many and are being debated in
media and academic circles. How-
ever, these reasons and debates are
within the thought and experience
of  western world. Similarly, sug-
gested solutions are also based on
western thinking. The tragedy is
that Indian ruling elite continued to
follow the systems and governance
practices prevailing in other coun-
tries mainly western, when many
of these practices failed there and
not suitable for Indian cultural
background.

2. Everything borrowed: As
is known, Indians took concepts
of democracy from western
countries, mainly Britain, and con-
tinued the laws and regulations that
have British origin. Planning and
development strategies were from
Russia. Green revolution practices
were from Mexico and America.
Welfare strategies and the great
Globalization policies are again
from western world. Many of the
strategies were based on central-
ized system of governance where
geographical area and or the size
of population were small and thus
were not suitable to Indian geo-
graphical vastness and huge size of
population as well as diversified
cultural lifestyles.

3. Western thought need-
ed expanding governance: In-
dian ruling elite had western fasci-
nation and aiming for material
prosperity based on the western
model and adoption of industri-
alization policies for the purpose
necessitated the expansion of con-
trol over the human and natural
resources for its directed allocation.
The expanding state and expand-
ing administration is the result and

a reason for failure in governance.
4. Many laws and many

agencies: First, there are so many
laws, rules and regulations some-
times even overlapping the com-
mon action areas. Second, there are
so many agencies implementing the
same law or certain provisions of
laws with conflicting interests. Third,
many laws and many agencies are
not changing with the new innova-
tions in technology and life styles and
their procedure remained same. The
fact is that the entire setup created
with rules and regulations and agen-
cies to implement development and
welfare strategies is not directing all
participants towards making India
a prosperous country with socio-
economic justice.

5. Personals not groomed:
The institutions, groups and indi-
viduals involved in the governance
have followed the legacy of Brit-
ish Empire where ruling elite were
above other and the administration
and police were meant to protect
the interests of ruling elite. They
were neither groomed nor trained
with the ‘Sanskaras’ required to
carry out the functions with self-
less attitude required for welfare
strategies. Instead, these institutions,
groups and individuals were
trained to be competitive and am-
bitious in regard to the discrimi-
nate use of power as also were
groomed for  desire for money
and materialist welfare by provid-
ing all facilities and perks.

Indian Path ignored
Many of the Indian freedom

fighters and thinkers, including
Mahatma Gandhi, professed for a
path based on Indian spiritual phi-
losophies and cultural background
as these were best suited to Indian
conditions. After independence
India aspired for self reliance and

prosperity with social justice and
instead of taking an independent
path, it took western path for po-
litical governance and Russian cen-
tralised path for development.
Though there were debates for
choice of political system, there
was no adequate debate on devel-
opment path. Debates initiated by
Prof  C N Vakil and Dr P R Brah-
mananda in regard to the devel-
opment model and by Pt Deen-
dayal Upadhyay with his ‘integral
humanism’ were ignored.

Build systems on Indian thought
Some Indian thinkers still

think that Indian problems need
Indian solutions. There is no deny-
ing that India has its own spiritual
philosophies and rich cultural back-
ground that can help rebuild new
policy principles. One Mumbai
based NGO, Ekatm Vichar Ken-
dra (EVK) has been studying is-
sues of national importance and
drafting comprehensive national
polices based on ancient Indian
knowledge i.e. ‘Ekatm Manav
Darshan’ (EMD).  EVK has also
drafted policy on ‘Governance’
and is worth debating. The policy
deals with various concepts in-
volved in governance and pro-
posed for a national policy.

EVK’s governance system
EVK viewed Governance,

political and administrative, as one
of the national arrangements to
carry out the essential activity for
the sustenance of society and de-
fined it as the process by which
authority is exercised in the man-
agement of  the country’s socio-
economic and human resources for
development in tune with its cul-
tural ethos. The policy on gover-
nance should include inter alia how
power is exercised; how decisions
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relevant to citizens are made and
how citizens are accorded a voice
in such decisions. Governance in-
cludes the state but transcends it by
relating it to citizens. It is less about
how citizens select their rulers and
more about how the rulers relate
to citizens. The policy accepts that
governance in modern times must
essentially ensure rule of  law, jus-
tice, equality, participation, transpar-
ency and accountability at all levels.
Accountability includes positive
responsiveness to the grievances
of  the citizens.

EVK’s proposals for Gover-
nance policy
1. EVK proposed for a compre-

hensive Governance Policy aim-
ing basically at Spiritualization of
Indian democracy, politics and
governance and proposed for
a supportive political system for
political governance. The poli-
cy emphasized on the ‘Dharma’
principle. Dharma means the
building of an organized social
life in harmony with nature
wherein each individual comes
to realize his oneness with oth-
ers in society and is imbued with
a spirit of sacrifice to make oth-
er’s material life richer and hap-
pier and develops spiritual
strength  to reach Ultimate Truth.
Indian constitution protects and
upheld Dharma principle.

2. The EVK proposed for con-
stitution of  ‘Acharya Parishad’,
a council of wise men, at nation-
al level to consistently overview
the constitution and laws framed
there under and suggest for
modification etc. Acceptance of
guiding moral power by the rul-
ers, elected or appointed, is a
part and parcel of Indian ethos
and EVK feels that the concept
has a great relevance today. What

EVK proposed is an advisory
body and the power and influ-
ence of the body will be
through the moral eminence of
its members and wisdom of the
counsel it provides.

3. Expanding state and failing ad-
ministration is at the root of the
governance failure.  EVK pro-
posed for decentralization of
state powers and minimization
of administration as the base
for good governance. Redefin-
ing the powers of government
and implementing agencies or
administration may be necessary
apart from its separation and
clarity of powers for efficient
governance. Moreover, trans-
parency in governance is fore-
most required and for that the
decisions should be rule based
and must be open for public
scrutiny.

4. There are many institutions cre-
ated for varied purposes like
Election commission, CAG,
CBI and police force, RBI and
other financial regulators etc and
promotion of self regulatory
and self corrective policies for
these important institutions are
very much required for their
autonomy and freedom of ac-
tion as also to save them from
the influence of other govern-
ment apparatus.

5. India has a problem of its gov-
ernance due to its large ‘states’.
EVK proposed for formation
of small states on the basis of
areas with common local char-
acteristics like agro-climatic and
socio-cultural characteristics as
suggested by Pt. Deendayal
Upadhyay vide his concept of
‘Janapada’. A small state with
localized self governance sys-
tem at lower level is desirable

alternative for current central-
ized governance system with
large states.

6. The important aspect of any
democracy or the governance
system is its leading personals.
Therefore the righteous repre-
sentation in government and its
administration, including insti-
tutions   and all other agencies,
is a must.EVK hope to achieve
this by ‘sanskara’ system along
with proper education and
training apart from the criteria
change for their selection. Re-
forms in election system and
administration are important.

7. Lastly, EVK believes in enlight-
ened citizenship that love de-
mocracy and prepared to act
with responsibility. Participative
Public spirit and resistance to
socio-economic injustice apart
from national outlook, a mea-
sure of self-discipline, and law-
abidingness are important for
good governance. EVK sug-
gested for ‘janchetna’ move-
ment for the purpose.

Right time for reforms
EVK’s proposal is not new

and has been there in the discus-
sions. The fascination for western
concepts of democracy and cen-
tralized development strategies are
the root causes of current prob-
lems. India needs a true represen-
tative democracy with decentral-
ized development strategies led by
righteous individuals. Indian philos-
ophies have that capacity to groom
individuals for spiritual mindset
and righteous socio-economic life.
The policies enshrined in such a
background will ensure ‘good gov-
ernance’.

(Note: the draft Governance policy can be
obtained from Sri Ravindra Mahajan at

ekatma22@rediffmail.com)
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Each time an official Chinese del-
egation or senior leader visits

the capital, the Government of
India, bending over backwards,
cracks down on free Tibet activ-
ists. The Chinese premier’s just con-
cluded visit saw Government
agencies crack down on Tibetan
activists, clamping prohibitory or-
ders and putting them under vir-
tual house arrest. Locations such as
Jantar Mantar in the heart of the
capital, the symbolic venue for the
free voice of  Indian democracy,
was kept out of bounds for them.
An all-out effort was made to
smother the voice of free Tibet in

Our founding fathers stood by the Tibetan cause

Why does Government of India bends over backwards and make all-out effort to smother the voice
of free Tibet in the world’s largest democracy,each time an official Chinese delegation visits the
capital, asks  Anirban Ganguly

the world’s largest democracy.
We have increasingly started

behaving like the Nepalese author-
ities who, under Chinese pressure,
have been tightening up members
of the Tibetan community saying
that it will not tolerate any ‘anti-
China activities’. But why are we
repeatedly going to such extremes
in trying to silence the expressions
of the dream of a free Tibet?
Who are we trying to please? A
neighbour who, in any case, never
counts us as equal in aspiration and
capability and who respects noth-
ing save, as Dean Acheson, Tru-
man’s Secretary of  State once re-

marked “situations of strength”?
We seem to erroneously stick

to the line prescribed by KM Pan-
nikar, Indian Ambassador to
Beijing during the Nehruvian era:,
“Shown consideration and friend-
ship, Communist China will turn
out to be a bulwark of peace in
Asia.” The situation today is just the
opposite, as Gordon Chang, long-
time China-watcher says, “The less
the Chinese exhibited desire to en-
gage us, the more we felt the need
to engage them. It is evident from
Beijing’s recent actions that the old
approach toward China is not
working. If  we do not begin to
change our policies, our indulgence
may end up creating the very thing
we have desperately sought to
avoid: an incurably aggressive Chi-
nese state.”

It was indeed a great faux pas
of Indian diplomacy to prevent
the UN Security Council from rais-
ing the Tibet issue in November
1950 and from preventing a vote
on the matter. On November 24,
the UNSC voted unanimously to
postpone consideration of the Ti-
bet problem on the advice of the
Indian representative BN Rau who
naively indicated that his Govern-
ment’s note from ‘Peiping’ point-
ed out that “hope still exists for
peaceful settlement.” The US in-
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tended putting the issue to vote but
for the intervention of  Rau who
in a ‘pre-meeting discussion’ with
the US representative, informed
him that the Chinese have displayed
willingness to negotiate and that
their “advance has not been be-
yond boundaries of China and
Tibet, as CCP understands them.”
The issue, argued Rau, would be
most “effectively negotiated on
bilateral basis outside the UN”. We
thus lost one of the best opportu-
nities to corner the fledgling PRC.

Intriguingly, it appears Girija
Shankar Bajpai, then Secretary
General in the MEA, was not tak-
en into confidence on this entire
move by Rau. Bajpai is said to
have “expressed astonishment at
the information” attributed by Rau
to the Government of India. De-
scribing Bajpai’s surprise, the then
US Ambassador to India, in his
telegram dated November 30,
1950, to the Secretary of State,
wrote: “Presumably Rau free-
wheeling on [the] basis [of] his own
interpretation [of the] final para-
graph of the note … Bajpai open-
ly suspicious and cynical re Peip-
ing.” Strangely, we allowed our
imagination a free flow when deal-
ing with the Chinese.

Are things any different today?
It is indeed shameful to witness
this ingratiating kowtowing by the
Indian Government. For fear of  a
backlash, we dare not differenti-
ate between an ‘incident’ and an ‘in-
cursion’ – we simply did not dis-
cuss that angle. I am not even dis-
cussing our inability to use the Ti-
bet-Taiwan-Japan triangle to gain
diplomatic leverage. We keep
moaning about the use of Pakistan
by the Chinese but we never dis-
play the gumption to silently draw
and consolidate the alternate trian-

gle, the image of which even now
unsettles Beijing. In fact we have
become so used to receiving hom-
ilies that we see that as the usual
way of  world diplomacy.

Interestingly, barring a few
China lobbyists in Delhi and KM
Pannikar and his mentor, the Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister com-
bined; most of our stalwarts spoke
freely and openly about the rights
of  Tibet and Tibetans. They had
rightly gauged the situation. It
would be interesting to run through
some of the positions on Tibet
that our non-Nehruvian leaders
took during the early days of the
crisis and later.

To start with a brief  re-run
from Sardar Patel’s famous note
of November 7, 1950 would be
relevant. Unlike the fashionable
Foreign Minister, Patel, as his
wont, was direct in perceiving the
reality and the future when he
wrote: “The Chinese Government
have tried to delude us by profes-
sions of peaceful intentions … The
final action of the Chinese, in my
judgement, is little short of perfi-
dy. The tragedy of  it is that the
Tibetans put faith in us; they chose
to be guided by us; and we have
been unable to get them out of the
meshes of Chinese diplomacy or
Chinese malevolence.”

Commenting on the Chinese
reaction to India’s protest “against
the entry of Chinese forces in Ti-
bet” Patel wrote that it was an act
of “gross discourtesy not only in
the summary way it disposes of
our protest … but also in the wild
insinuation that our attitude is de-
termined by foreign influences. It
looks at though it is not a friend
speaking in that language but a
potential enemy.”

Referring to the disappear-

ance of the Tibetan buffer, Patel
presciently observed, “Recent and
bitter history tells us that Commu-
nism is no shield against imperial-
ism and that Communists are as
good or as bad Imperialists as any
other. Chinese ambitions in this
respect not only cover the Hima-
layan slopes on our side but also
include important parts of As-
sam.” Our then widely travelled
and articulate Prime Minister, of
course, did not read the issue along
these lines. Patel’s requested meet-
ing to discuss the Chinese issue did
not take place, as K.M.Munshi, then
member of the cabinet notes, “to
my knowledge the meeting sug-
gested by Sardar did not take place.
Comment is hardly necessary.”

Rajendra Prasad, whom Neh-
ru perpetually considered obscuran-
tist and not suited to the “high of-
fice of the President of India” and
whom he repeatedly sidelined in
national affairs, was equally forth-
right on the Tibetan issue. From the
confines of the modest Sadakat
Ashram, Prasad wrote to Sri
Prakasa on November 18 1962, a
day before the Chinese declared the
ceasefire, that in the matter of Ti-
bet, “we acted not only un-chival-
rously but even against our own
interest in not maintaining the posi-
tion of a buffer state for it and thus
exposing a frontier of about 2,500
miles to the Chinese … I have very
strong feelings about it. I feel that

Most of our
stalwarts spoke

freely and openly
about the rights of
Tibet & Tibetans.
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the blood of Tibet is on our head
and we must do prayaschit which
is already being forced on us …But
the Prime Minister does not like the
name of Tibet to be mentioned
even now and regards any men-
tion of its liberation as “manifest
nonsense.” No one suggests that
we should march our armies into
Tibet. But is there anything wrong
in wishing well of Tibet?”

Equally forthright and incisive
was another nationalist stalwart, who
by 1950 was already forty years into
retirement from public life. Sri Au-
robindo, with deep insight had, like
Patel, made a clear analysis of the
situation around the same time as
the latter drafted his note to the
Prime Minister. Through the medi-
um of a political-cultural fortnight-
ly published by one of his disciples
from Bombay, Sri Aurobindo for-
mulated and approved of a scath-
ing editorial condemning Chinese
aggression of  Tibet. Some of  its
sections remain as relevant to the
situation today as they were then.
It is worth revisiting some excerpts
reflective of his position.

Regarding Tibet’s desire to be
free and India’s attitude, the edito-
rial noted: “Even had Tibet once
been altogether under China’s
thumb, the unmistakable desire she
has evidenced throughout her his-
tory to be independent should en-
list India on her side as a champi-
on of national freedom against past
imperialist traditions. Unless we wish
to put aside our conscience, stamp
upon our ideals and become fawn-
ing lackeys of  Mao Tse-tung we
must confront in no uncertain terms
the red invasion of  Tibet. Terms
like “surprise” and “regret” are not
manly enough: at least they do not
befit a great spiritual nation.”

Commenting on India’s Chi-

na policy, the editorial was quite
frank when it said: “It is an elemen-
tary fact of world politics that In-
dia persistently goes out of her way
to make a fool of her herself over
Red China.” Our present leaders
have not stopped making a fool
of themselves when it comes to
China. Displaying remarkable pre-
science on the future designs of the
Chinese, Sri Aurobindo’s editorial
argued that the “basic significance
of  Mao’s Tibetan adventure [was]
to advance China’s frontiers right
down to India and stand poised
there to strike at the right moment
and with the right strategy … We
must burn it into our minds that
the primary motive of  Mao’s at-
tack on Tibet is to threaten India
as soon as possible.”

With the gobbling of Tibet by
the Chinese, Sri Aurobindo clearly
saw the advancement of both the
“military and ideological frontiers
with regard to India.” With Tibet
in China, “we shall have Mao
touching Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh,
Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and Assam.
Our physical frontiers with China
will lengthen by hundreds of  miles.
Ideologically, infiltration will in-
crease enormously. An indepen-
dent Tibet was the best physical
barrier for the Indian mind” and
its loss would open India to hos-
tile northern winds.

Calling for taking courage in
both hands and standing by the Ti-
betan people, the editorial support-
ed the Tibetan suggestion that In-
dia refer the invasion issue to the
Security Council, “The suggestion
is sound and we should carry it out
immediately.” The sage had no il-
lusions, unlike Rau, of Chinese pro-
testations of friendship and mod-
eration.

But the editorial was most
categorical when calling for resist-
ing Chinese aggression in Tibet,
calling upon the Government of
India to display its democratic spirit
and intention: “There is hardly an
Indian anywhere who doubts the
right of the Tibetan people to au-
tonomy. The logical implication of
this right is the utter wrongness on
the part of another country to carry
on military operations against Ti-
bet. Such operations would be a
case of  clear aggression and must
be resolutely opposed by us not
only with words but also deeds.
That is the view of every thinking
Indian who has not surrendered his
mind to Communism. If our
Government fails to reflect and
express this view in toto, there is
certainly something amiss with its
capacity of being representative
and of straightforward thought
and of democratic intention.”

There continues to be some-
thing amiss even today, this Gov-
ernment, in its handling of the re-
cent Chinese incursion has failed to
display resoluteness and by smoth-
ering the voices of free Tibet has
failed to reflect its “democratic in-
tention.”

Our stalwarts were clear on the
Tibet issue and on the way forward
in handling China, but their voices
have always fallen on deaf ears and
we continue to pay a heavy price.

Sri Aurobindo
formulated and
approved of a

scathing editorial
condemning

Chinese aggression
of Tibet.
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Fundamental Reform of Pak Economy

The basic crisis of Pakistan is the feudal control of economy and corruption. Both Sharif
and Zardari belong to the dominant feudal families and do not have a policy of allowing
the energy of the youth to come to the fore. The people of Pakistan need external
support to throw off the shackles of feudalism, advocates Dr Bharat Jhunjhunwala

For the first time in 65 years
of history of Independent Paki-
stan a new Government has been
elected under the leadership of
Nawaz Sharif with the previous
one having completed its full term
of five years under the leadership
of Asif Ali Zardari. Sharif has put
revival of the economy as his core
priority. But this rings hollow in
absence of  a clear prognosis. The
basic problem of Pakistan econo-
my is that the national resources—
land and capital—have been wholly
captured by a small coterie of feu-
dal-landlord families. The people
have been left outside the march
of  economy. They are restive. They
see the world marching ahead while
Pakistan is embroiled in conflicts
and economic morass. The change
of leadership may turn out to be
like a palace revolution because
neither of the two main players is
focused on solving the twin prob-
lems of feudal setup and corrup-
tion.

 A rigid feudal system prevails
in the countryside. A report in the
New York Times had this to say:
“The extraordinary inequities in
Pakistan seem not only unjust but
also an impediment to both eco-
nomic growth and national con-
sensus… in remote areas you peri-
odically run into vast estates —
comparable to medieval Europe

— in which the landowner runs the
town, perhaps operates a private
prison in which enemies are placed,
and sometimes pretty much en-
slaves local people through debt
bondage, generation after genera-
tion… (This) lack of compassion
for ordinary people seems to cre-
ate space for Islamic extremists.”
The landlords get elected as MPs
and, instead of paying taxes on
their vast estates, further rip off the
state of  scarce revenues. This feu-
dal system prevails in the field of
education as well. There are top
notch English medium schools for
the elite while the common man
has to send his child to government
schools where teachers do not
bother to show up. The people are
deprived both of respectable live-

lihood as well as chances of
progress.

The Zamindari system, thanks
to socialist-minded Nehru, had
been abolished in India in 1956.
Land reforms were also imple-
mented even if  half-heartedly.
Landless have got a plot to build
their hut in which they can survive
without the oppressive depen-
dence on landlords even if they
have not got cultivable land. Noth-
ing like this happened in Pakistan.
In fact, the small attempts at land
reforms were reversed. Land re-
form was high on the national
agenda as in India in the first three
decades of Independence. Then
Zia created religious Sharia courts.
This court issued a verdict that
land reform was un-Islamic. The
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peasants were subsequently forced
to give up lands acquired under
land reforms. There has been no
progress on this front since then.
Sharif and Zardari have both re-
mained silent.

Pak economy is controlled by
a Grand Feudal Alliance. Nehru
had put private businesses on the
leash by declaring that command-
ing heights of the economy will be
held by the public sector. Subse-
quently Indira Gandhi had gone on
a spree of  nationalizations. That
policy may have proven unsuccess-
ful but it sent a clear message—
the businesses were second to the
larger interests of the people. Such
was not the case in Pakistan. Feu-
dal landlords rule the countryside
and trade and industry are con-
trolled by a small coterie of few
business houses. The Pakistan army
extended support to this Feudal-
Business Alliance. America also
propped up this Alliance. That
country had its own agenda against
Taliban in Afghanistan and a resur-
gent India. But people of Pakistan
were generally pro-Taliban. Amer-
ica, therefore, supported this Feu-
dal Alliance to push its anti-Taliban
agenda despite public consensus to
the contrary. This led to a disjoint
between the rulers and the people.
The people’s energy was directed
towards religious fundamentalism
and did not get channelized into
productive economic activities.

The army has regularly creat-
ed scare of  ‘India’s designs on Pa-
kistan’ to distract attention of the
people from their domestic woes.
This anti-India harangue has helped
build a consensus in favour of
large defense expenditures, the ben-
eficiaries of  which are the top army
brass. This has left little revenue for
investment in education, technolo-

gy, highways, railways and other
infrastructure necessary for the ex-
ploitation of  the country’s vast nat-
ural and human resources. Limit-
ed spread of education has pre-
vented development of grassroots
entrepreneurship.

Musharraf tried to solve this
problem by seeking more foreign
assistance. The events of 9/11 cre-
ated a willingness in the United
States to provide financial support
to Pakistan. Musharraf opened the
economy to foreign investment.
But this came mainly in the specu-
lative service sectors such as real
estate and not in the productive
sector such as software parks and
steel mills. In result, the respectable
rate of growth of 7 percent
achieved under him proved to be
a bubble. Musharraf also opened
the Pakistan economy for Ameri-
can companies. The fourth mem-
ber was thus co-opted in the
Grand Alliance of Landlords, In-
dustrialists and the Army—the
American Multinationals.

Asif Ali Zardari took over the
reins of the country in this circum-
stance. He is widely perceived to
be hugely corrupt. He was known
as ‘Mr 10 percent’ during the two
times that his wife Benazir was the
Prime Minister. He used to demand
10 percent cut in all government
contracts. A Balance of  Payments
crisis soon confronted him. He
sought assistance from China and
Saudi Arabia but both declined it
seems because they perceived him
as unreliable. Zardari was forced
to approach the IMF which grant-
ed loan on the condition that tax
collection regime will be reformed
and Public Sector Undertakings
will be privatized. Two years later
one of  his pro-reforms alliance
partners parted ways. Zardari

could no longer push the reforms
dictated by the IMF. Subsequently
the IMF did not disburse the re-
maining loan.

Neither Sharif, Zardari nor
the Army is interested in solving
the twin problems of feudal con-
trol of economy and corruption.
Both Sharif and Zardari belong to
the dominant feudal families. They
do not have a policy of allowing
the bubbling energy of  the youth
to come to the fore—as Pramod
Mahajan had done for the IT sec-
tor in India. The people of Paki-
stan need external support to
throw off the shackles of feudal-
ism. India must make an aggres-
sive pro-people policy in this re-
gard. We must overtly and covert-
ly support anti-feudal movements
in Pakistan just as we did in sup-
porting Sheikh Mujib in Bang-
ladesh. In absence of such support,
Pakistan is likely to prod along in
its present shaky condition anti-In-
dia venom will continue to be
spurted by the Feudal Alliance to
distract the attention of the peo-
ple from the injustice perpetrated
by the rulers. We will be able to
establish peace with our neighbour
only when the people of Pakistan
get focused on their economic de-
velopment and India fades into the
background. India must be the doc-
tor who performs the surgery of
the decadent Pakistan society.

Neither Sharif,
Zardari nor the

Army is interested in
solving feudal

control of economy
and corruption.
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FDI Calls for another Freedom
Movement in India

FDI in retail, pension, insurance, airlines, broadcasting and other service sectors is noxious for us.
It is not only economically disadvantageous to the people of the country, but is also a grave threat to
the political sovereignity of the nation, believes Dr Dhirendra Nanda

It is unfortunate to say that, a
democratic Govt in India is in-

sensitive to the welfare of the gen-
eral public. The UPA Govt at the
center has decided 51% Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in the
multi brand retail sector  & 100%
in single brand retail sector. Per-
mission has been given for foreign
direct investment i.e. 49% in pen-
sion, insurance, airlines and 74% in
broadcasting. It is needless to say
that, the capital has been with-
drawn from NALCO 12.15%, Oil
India 10%, Hindustan Copper
Limited 9.59%, MSTC 9.33%. For
the last three years our economy is
getting weaker day by day and the
rate of economic development is
lowering down. Three years back
the rate of economic growth was
9%, but now it has come to the level
of  5.5%. It has affected the farm-
ers, labourers and poor people of
our country just like showing ele-
phant to the blind man. Govt
shouldn’t claim to be patriotic ig-
noring the welfare of  the masses.

The foreign investment will
incur huge profit in the retail sec-
tor. The foreign companies like
Walmart, Tesco, Corefire, Pruden-
tial financial have been trying to
enter Indian market since 2002. A
few days back American President
Barak Obama has openly declared
for more investment in India.

Showing allegiance to America, the
Manmohan Singh Govt has al-
lowed 51% FDI in the multibrand
retail sector and 100% in single
brand retail sector. The intention
of FDI is to make huge profit. In
other words profit means exploi-
tation and cheating. Whether it is
East India Company, POSCO,
Vedant or Reliance, their sole ob-
ject is to incur profit. The reality is
that crores of people earn their
livelihood from the retail sector.

The foreign investors are
snatching away the earnings of the
poor masses. The Walmart has
spread its tentacles all over the
world and preparing the market
in India. In the initial stage the
company will purchase things in
higher rate from the locality and
sell those things in lower price.
Thus gradually monopolising on
the market this will lead to com-
petition and in due course of time
the retail business sector will be
eliminated and FDI monopolis-
ing leading to arbitrary price rise
and exploitation. The commercial
expenses of the foreign compa-
nies include their House rent, Air
Condition charge, Transportation
expenses, Advertizement expens-
es, Price of damaged articles, the
bank interest etc. all these will have
to be borne by the customers. As
a result about four crores of retail

businessmen will lose their liveli-
hood affecting 20 crores of fami-
lies. The products of  our own coun-
try will be costlier. The local inhab-
itants will not get any chance to rise
and will be the victim of exploita-
tion and cheating.

In India 65% people earn
their livelihood from agriculture.
Almost 80% people are small
farmers having less than 2 acres of
land. Agriculture provides work
force and next to it is the retail sec-
tor. India is an agricultural country
where farmers, producers and the
people below poverty line will be
exploited. The local farmers will
incur losses and this will affect their
rights to farming. The foreign com-
panies are interested in farm culti-
vation. As a result thousands of
cultivable land will go to their
hands. They will use genetically
modified seed and our original
seed will disappear. It will lead to
unemployment problem and many
people will be indulging in antiso-
cial activities. As per the view of
the central Govt the farmers will
make a profit by FDI and the cus-
tomer will purchase things at low-
er price and many people will get
income. In other words this means
the foreign companies will devel-
op our country instead of the
Govt The central Govt is unable
to bring about the development of
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the farmers and intends to do the
same by FDI which is ridiculous.

The Govt argues that FDI in
retail will create avenues for cold
storage of vegetables, fruits, fish-
es, eggs, milk etc. which will pros-
per our country. It is reported that
the wet market is only 9% of the
total retail business. The average
wastage in wet market is 15 - 20%
which is 1.8% (20% of 9) of the
total business. So to check 1.8%
wastage it is unjustified to give the
entire retail market to foreign hands.
The Annual budget of our coun-
try for farmers is about 15 Lac
Crores. It is surprising why the
Govt is unable to spend 7867
crores for cold storage. But it is
unimaginable how much wastage
will be made in the name of qual-
ity by rejecting our products of
local farmers. The Govt is involved
in corruption such as 1,75,000
crores of 2G spectrum scam,
1,83,000 crores of Coal-gate scam.
The Govt has no intention to open
cold storage all over the country
to check such huge wastage.

Now the Govt has permit-
ted FDI in retail in 53 cities hav-
ing a population of 10 lacs and
above. But we should know that
about 65% retail business takes
place in these 53 cities. After con-
ducting business for some years
the foreign companies will lure the
Govt and ensure their influence on
all small and big cities of our
country. For example those  coun-
tries adopting FDI in retail have
been ruined. It is very surprising
to note that whereas the Ameri-
cans have fiercely opposed Wal-
mart our Indian Govt has wel-
comed it. In the June 2012 ten
thousand people of Los Angeles
have congregated and opposed
Walmart attributing Walmart the

cause of  their poverty. The econ-
omist of  the New York city uni-
versity has stated in their report that
incoming of  Walmart has increased
unemployment, ruined small shops,
weakened the middle class and
annihilated the economic system of
the city.

The area of the walmart su-
permarket shop is around 1,08,000
sq.ft. and in each shop 225 work-
ers are engaged. So one multi-
brand shop is equal to 1300 Indi-
ans shops. That means 225 will be
engaged instead of 3675 employ-
ees. As a result the Walmart will
conduct business  engaging only 1
or 2 lacs of  servants on the other
hand our retail businessman will be
forced to cease their livelihood.
Moreover the small and medium
industries will be severely affected.
The weak economic policy of our
Govt will pave the way for Wal-
mart endangering the future of
crores of  Indians.

The Govt should not dream
the prosperity of the country on
account of FDI because the own-
ers are foreigners. Allowing FDI
in retail may be an epoch making
decision for the central Govt It is
futile to bring a remarkable change
and opportunities by foreign hands.
Besides in a welfare state, the coa-
lition Govt without consulting the
coalition partners should not exe-
cute such an insane decision which
is not acceptable. The prime min-
ister’s speech disrespects the hopes
and arguments of the opposition
leaders which is a Jolt to the dem-
ocratic setup. Apart from these, it
is dangerous that the leaders are
tolerating such an undemocratic
consideration for their vested in-
terests. What the general public of
our country expects from such
leaders who are involved in dirty

politics. It is evident that the false
vision of our politicians is the main
impediment in the development of
the country. These leaders have ig-
nored the interests of the public.

It is reported in the English
daily The New Indian Express in
25th July 2007 that the foreign
DOW medicine company has
bribed 1000 crores to our Indian
bureaucracy in order to sell its pes-
ticide. Surprisingly the central Govt
could not take any action on it.
Therefore it could be imagined that
the company which gives donation
worth of crores of dollars to
American Govt is able  to capture
the Indian market spending thou-
sands of  crores to get permission
to conduct their business.

The ‘Mall’ culture has tremen-
dously increased consumerism for
which the saving mentality and sav-
ing capital will become lower and
lower. As a result the original in-
digenous company of our coun-
try will collapse instead of growth.
The assistance of FDI for recon-
stitution of rural and town areas
should be banned and the inflow
of foreign money should be bal-
anced along with export and im-
port which will check the devalua-
tion of money freeing the country
form the economic catastrophe. It
is clear that FDI is poisonous for
us in retail business, pension, insur-
ance, airlines, broadcasting and oth-
er service sectors. It is not only
detrimental to the people of the
country, but brings about the
downfall of the Govt. The for-
eigners will again rule our country
and future generation will be com-
pelled to fight for another freedom
struggle of  India. There is no
doubt about it.

Dr. Dhirendra Nanda, Khordha, Odisha,
e-mail- dr.dhirendra.nanda@gmail.com
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Import tariff value of gold cut
In the wake of falling global prices of precious

metals, the govt further slashed the import tariff val-
ue of gold to USD 440 per ten grams, while it has
been kept unchanged at USD 761 per kg for silver
imports. Tariff  value is the base price on which the
customs duty is determined to prevent under-invoic-
ing. Government has reduced the import tariff  value
of gold keeping in view the weak global prices of
precious metals.

India, the world’s largest gold consumers, is esti-
mated to have imported 215 tonnes of yellow metal
in January-March period of  this year.The demand for
gold is expected to be robust in the coming months,
as per the World Gold Council.

CCI looking into Jet-Etihad deal
Fair trade regulator Competition Commission

is examining the over Rs 2,000-crore deal between
leading carrier Jet Airways and Abu Dhabi-based
Etihad Airways. The Competition Commission of
India (CCI) has received an application seeking ap-
proval for the proposed Jet-Etihad transaction. Forg-
ing a strategic alliance, Jet Airways has decided to sell
24 percent stake to Etihad Airways for about Rs 2,058
crore. The deal would mark the first investment by a
foreign carrier in an Indian airline since the change in
FDI policy.

Most of the merger and acquisition deals require
approval from the Commission, which keeps a tab
on anti-competitive practices in the market place.
Under the proposed deal, Jet Airways would offload
sell 27.26 million shares in a preferential offer to Eti-
had at Rs 754.74 a piece.

Sibal scraps Ashwani's order
In less than 24 hours of taking over the addi-

tional charge of  Law Ministry, Kapil Sibal reversed
the decision of his predecessor Ashwani Kumar and
initiated a move for a conciliatory out-of-court settle-

India, US seek elimination of terror havens

ment with British telecom major Vodafone in a
Rs11,000 crore tax dispute. Attorney General GE
Vahanvati prepared the way for reversal of  Ashwani
Kumar’s decision. Interestingly, when Ashwani Ku-
mar rejected the Finance Ministry’s proposal for con-
ciliation with Vodafone, Vahanvati had advised against
a compromise (with Vodafone).

Kumar had opposed conciliation, as proposed
by Vodafone, saying the Executive cannot overturn
an Act of  Parliament. The AG had then concurred
with Kumar’s view. It is learnt that soon after taking
over as Law Minister, Sibal sought the fresh opinion
of  the AG, who gave a nod for conciliation of  the
tax dispute as was proposed by Vodafone. Vahanvati
has reportedly defended his new position claiming it
was based on Finance Minister P Chidambaram’s clar-
ification at meeting with the Revenue Secretary and the
Chairperson of  the Central Board of  Direct Taxes
(CBDT) that the conciliation proposal would not by-
pass or alter the tax liability under the Income Tax Act.

Growth falls to decade low of 5%
Pulled down by poor performance of  farm,

manufacturing and mining sectors, economic growth
slowed to 4.8 per cent in the January-March quarter
and fell to a decade’s low of  5 per cent for the entire
2012-13 fiscal. The economic growth or gross do-
mestic product (GDP) had expanded by 5.1 per cent
in January-March quarter of last fiscal. Economy had
grown at 4 per cent in 2002-03.

India’s economic growth was at 6.2 per cent for
the 2011-12 fiscal. It had grown by 5.4 per cent, 5.2
per cent and 4.7 per cent in the first, second and third
quarters, respectively, of  2012-13, according to data
released by the Central Statistical Organisation (CSO).

In January-March quarter of 2012-13, manufac-
turing sector grew marginally by 2.6 per cent, against
0.1 per cent growth in the same period of the earlier
fiscal. During 2012-13, the sector under review grew
by a meagre one per cent compared to 2.7 per cent in
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the previous fiscal. Mining and quarrying sector con-
tracted by 3.1 per cent during the fourth quarter of
last fiscal, as against growth of 5.2 per cent in output
in the same period of 2011-12. The contraction in
mining sector remained unchanged at 0.6 per cent in
2012-13 over the previous fiscal.

Farm sector output expanded by just 1.4 per
cent in January-March this year, as against 2 per cent
in the same quarter of 2011-12. The agriculture sec-
tor also grew at a slower rate of just 1.9 per cent in
2012-13 compared to 3.6 per cent in 2011-12.

India and Thailand sign extradition treaty
India and Thailand  signed an extradition treaty

and other important agreements, at the conclusion of
talks between Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and
his Thai counterpart Yingluck Shinawatra. The Extra-
dition Treaty provides a legal framework for seeking
extradition of fugitive offenders, including those in-
volved in terrorism, transnational crimes and economic
offences. A MoU was also signed between Financial
Intelligence Unit,India, and Anti Money Laundering
Organisation, Thailand, on Cooperation in the ex-
change of Intelligence related to Money Laundering
and Terrorism Financing.

The MoU will facilitate cooperation in the in-
vestigation of persons suspected of money launder-
ing, and criminal activity related to this practice and
terrorism financing. National Security Advisor Shivs-
hankar Menon, Pulok Chatterjee, Principal Secretary
to Prime Minister, Foreign Secretary Ranjan Mathai
and other senior officials are accompanying Dr Singh.

PM Manmohan Singh also gifted sapling of sa-
cred Bodhi Tree as a symbol of  the shared cultural
heritage to Thai King Bhumibol Adulyadej during his
visit to Thailand, symbolising the blossoming bilateral
ties. The Bodhi Tree at the Mahabodhi Temple in
Bodhgaya, Bihar, is the exact place where Prince Sid-

dhartha attained enlightenment 2,600 years ago and
became the Lord Buddha.

DRDO to focus on low-intensity warfare
The Defence Research and Development Orga-

nization (DRDO) appears to have big plans to arm
the defence forces to tackle low-intensity conflicts.
During an interaction with the media, Avinash Chand-
er, who took over as DRDO chief  recently, said that
while it was important to be ready for conventional
war, handling of unconventional warfare and low-
intensity conflicts was assuming increasing significance.
“Low-intensity conflicts have many unique features.
These conflicts do not follow any given set of  rules.
Nor do they have a predefined theatre, boundaries
or limits. Handling of  such conflicts necessitates evo-
lution of  tailor-made technology solutions,” Avinash
Chander said.

One of these is development of radars that can
sense through foliage or detect buried objects or get
information behind walls, the DRDO director gen-
eral said, adding that a wide range of sensors provid-
ing day and night vision assistance have potential ap-
plications for low-intensity conflicts.

Prasar Bharati to expand TV services
Viewers in ten cities across the country including

the four metros will soon be able to watch Doordar-
shan and nineteen other channels offered by Prasar
Bharati on their smartphone, tablet or laptop for free.

An official source said that the national broad-
caster has charted out an aggressive plan to expand
the range of  its mobile TV services to at least 40 major
cities and the services are likely to start in the first ten
cities before the end of  this year. He said the technol-
ogy to be used now would be Digital Video Broad-
cast - terrestrial, DVB-T2 which can take high quality
signals in a radius of  90 kilometres.

Dogs, trees & chairs have Aadhaar
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UN: End extreme poverty by 2030
A high-level UN panel is recommending ambi-

tious plan to tackle the world’s major challenges from
climate change to equality for women and good gov-
ernment, with a key goal of ending extreme poverty
everywhere by 2030. The 27-member panel, co-chaired
by the leaders of Indonesia, Liberia and Britain, de-
livered the report to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon on Friday, calling it a “bold and practical” pro-
posal with 12 goals.

“Our vision and our responsibility are to end
extreme poverty in all its forms in the context of  sus-
tainable development and to have in place the build-
ing blocks of  sustained prosperity for all,” the panel
said. Ban appointed the panel to recommend a new
development agenda after the UN Millennium De-
velopment Goals to combat poverty expire in 2015.

Chair for Hindi at Thai Varsity
With an aim to further accelerate people-to-peo-

ple contacts with Thailand, India will set up a chair
for Hindi at Thammasat University, which will offer
a BA programme in Indian Studies.

In a joint statement issued by PM Manmoahn
Singh and Thai counterpart Yingluck Shina watra, both
sides noted with “satisfaction the contribution of the
ICCR Chair for Sanskrit Studies at Silpakorn Univer-
sity and welcomed the decision to establish an ICCR
Chair for Hindi at Thammasat University”.

Established in 1934, Thammasat University here

is Thailand’s second oldest seat of  higher education.
The two PMs, recognising the significance of

educational collaboration, also agreed to promote
more student exchanges at all levels and expressed
interest in further enhancing mobility and exchange
of students between India and Thailand, the state-
ment said.              

China to aid project in POK
Notwithstanding India’s concerns, China has

agreed to provide Pakistan USD 448 million for the
Neelum-Jhelum hydropower project, currently under-
way in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK), work on
which had slowed down due to a financial crunch.

International bodies had refused to fund the 969-
MW project, being built on the Neelum river in PoK,
as it is located in the disputed region of  Kashmir. 
India had flagged its concerns regarding Chinese ac-
tivities in PoK during China’s Premier Li Keqiang’s
visit to New Delhi last week.

The agreement with the state-run Export-Im-
port Bank of China is a “significant development in
efforts to secure requisite financial resources for the
remaining works” of  the project, according to sources.

US drone strike kills Pakistan Talibani
At least six suspected militants were killed in a

US drone strike in Pakistan’s lawless North Waziristan
tribal region, amid reports that Taliban’s No. 2 com-
mander in the country, Waliur Rehman, was among

Chinese hackers access major weapons systems: Report
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those dead.
The CIA-operated spy plane targeted a house in

Chashma Pul area of Miranshah, the main town of
North Waziristan Agency, a stronghold of  Taliban and
Al-Qaeda-linked militants on the Afghan border.

This was the first missile strike in Pakistan since
the landmark May 11 general election and the an-
nouncement of a new policy for the use of drones
by President Barack Obama last week. At least six
suspected militants were killed instantly and two oth-
ers injured, news channels quoted officials as saying.

Local residents said several drones were seen
hovering over the area after the attack. The Foreign
Office reacted strongly to the attack and a brief state-
ment issued by spokesman Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry
said the Pakistan Government had “serious concerns”
over the US drone attack in North Waziristan.

Argentina vs EU on biodiesel
Argentina notified the WTO Secretariat, on 15

May 2013, of a request for consultations with the
European Union on measures imposed by the EU
and/or its member states that affect the importation
and marketing of biodiesel as well as measures sup-
porting the biodiesel industry.

Argentina refers to measures applied by the EU
for the promotion of  the use of  energy from renew-
able sources and the introduction of a mechanism to
control and reduce greenhouse gas emissions as well
as measures for their implementation at the level of
the member states of  the EU. It also refers to the
establishment of support schemes for the biodiesel
sector in the EU.

According to Argentina, the measures violate,
among other things, several provisions of GATT 1994
regarding non-discrimination, the Agreement on Sub-

sidies and Countervailing Measures, the Trade Relat-
ed Investment Measures Agreement, and the Agree-
ment on Technical Barriers to Trade.

India subject to violent Terror Strikes
Although there has been a 25 per cent drop in

the number of those killed in terror strikes in India
last year, the country remains subject to violent ter-
rorist attacks with persistent targeting from the likes
of  Lashkar-e-Tayyeba, says a US State Department
report on terrorism worldwide.

It points to LeT and its leader Hafiz Saeed’s con-
tinuing calls for violent attacks against India even while
New Delhi and Islamabad have attempted to lower
tensions in their bilateral relationship through dialogue,
reduced trade restrictions and some visa relaxations.

According to the South Asia Terrorism Portal,
805 people were killed in terrorist attacks in India in
2012. The figure includes 364 deaths attributed to left-
wing extremism, mostly Naxalite violence.

Canada loses WTO appeal
Canada lost an appeal at the World Trade Orga-

nization in a ruling on incentives offered to local com-
panies, a case that has already led to legal challenges
over suspicions of similar perks elsewhere.

Japan and the European Union brought the case
over a scheme intended to promote renewable ener-
gy in the province of  Ontario. It offered above-mar-
ket prices for electricity supplied by renewable ener-
gy companies but only offered the premium to firms
who bought most of  their equipment locally.

Monday’s appeal decision revised some of  a
December ruling in which the Japan and the EU had
won most of the case. But it left in place the key
finding that Ontario’s incentives were illegal because
they discriminated against foreign firms.

Pakistan major player in Afghanistan
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WTO Chooses New Chief
Brazilian diplomat Roberto Carvalho de Azevê-

do was named the new director general of the WTO
with broad support from the developing world, beat-
ing out his Mexican rival Herminio Blanco, who was
backed by the industrialised nations.

Azevedo’s formal appointment on  May 14 was
seen as a breath of fresh air in the rarefied climate
which has numbed the WTO – headed over the last
eight years by French economist Pascal Lamy – for at
least a decade. Azevedo has avoided making clear
statements on the WTO’s future because he is merely
director general-designate until September. Howev-
er, in an acknowledgement of the difficulties facing
the negotiations in Bali, the Brazilian diplomat warned
that if the meeting is “not successful, it will make the
road a lot more difficult ahead.

“We need to move the WTO from where we
are today to an organisation that is again meaningful,
that again delivers negotiated outcomes that the world
hopes and expects from us.”

India to phase out textile export sops
Pressure is mounting on India at WTO to cut

subsidies and incentives given to its textiles sector.
The European Union and Japan have joined hands
with the US and Turkey to demand that India stop
giving fresh subsidies and gradually phase out the
existing ones.

India, however, maintains that many of the sub-
sidies identified by the US and others are not subsi-
dies and merely a reimbursement of  input duties. It
said before the phasing out happens, there has to be a
common understanding on what the subsidies are.

The issue came up for discussion at a recent
meeting of the WTO Committee on Subsidies and
Countervailing Measures.In an indirect reference to
the new package of incentives announced for export-
ers in the Foreign Trade Policy last month, the US
said it was concerned about press reports on India
providing new subsidies to its textile industry.

Textile export is important for India’s economy
as the sector is the largest job provider in the country.
With the downturn in global trade reducing demand
for exports, the Government has been providing sev-
eral incentives to exporters. India’s garments exports
in 2012-13 declined 12.23 per cent to $8.4 billion while
exports of cotton yarn, fabrics and made-ups in-

creased 10 per cent to $7.5 billion.

India studying WTO ruling against Ontario
The recent ruling by WTO against Ontario’s do-

mestic content requirements for renewable energy
projects has worried India, as the country is defend-
ing a similar case filed by the US against it. However,
it has not given up hopes of a favourable verdict, as
the finer details of  India’s case are different. “Our
situation is different from Ontario’s.

In our case, production is for government pro-
curement, which cannot be brought under WTO reg-
ulations. Besides, in Phase-II of  the JNNSM, India
proposes to divide the 750 MW capacity put on offer
into two – some projects would mandate domestic
content while some would be open to use imported
products,” a senior official from the Ministry for New
& Renewable Energy (MNRE) was quoted as saying
by the Hindu Business Line newspaper.

The Commerce Department represents India at
the WTO, and is analysing the details of  the Ontario
verdict. In February, the US filed a complaint against
India’s domestic content requirement in JNSSM with
the Dispute Settlement Body of  WTO.

Lamy urges further opening of
Europe’s services sector

Outgoing Director-General Pascal Lamy, in a
speech at the European Business Summit in Brussels
on 15 May 2013, said that “a big part of the answer
to improving European competitiveness lies in a
greater and better leveraging of  Europe’s compara-
tive advantage: the size of its internal market”. He
added that “a further effort in opening up the servic-
es sector in Europe would go a long way in improv-
ing European competitiveness”.

He said that Economic hardship in Europe re-
mains and unemployment is the single largest concern
across Europe. The key to maintaining Europe’s place
in the world economy has a lot to do with improving
its competitiveness, especially at a time when the ge-
ography of the world economy is changing with the
rise of emerging countries, he added. Job creation is
largely the result of  your own economic activities. It
is only business that can create the much needed jobs.
And for that stability and certainty, there are necessary
pre-conditions, Lamy said.


